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Abstract
Slow earthquakes have been hypothesized to be compound events, i.e. comprised of
both an ordinary earthquake and a smooth moment-release transient of longer dura-
tion. Low-frequency normal-mode based studies which support the compound event
hypothesis have suggested that low-frequency source-spectra of some slow earthquakes
require that the slow-component initiated before the fast component. We present ob-
servations of low-frequency P-wave energy arriving prior to the high-frequency, main-
shock for two oceanic transform fault events. Both the 1994, M, 7.0, Romanche
and 1997, M, 6.8, Prince Edward Island events show clear time-domain evidence
for episodes of smooth moment release that preferentially radiated energy at low-
frequencies. Inversions for the moment-rate functions of these events yield compound
event sequences where the derivative of the moment-rate function is 2-3 orders of
magnitude smaller during the slow event than during the ordinary fast event. The
smoothness of the moment-rate function implies that the smooth components of the
compound events have rupture and slip velocities which are orders of magnitude
smaller than those during ordinary earthquakes.
Determining the space-time rupture histories of earthquakes that are only recorded
teleseismically is a difficult and non-unique process. We developed a method to de-
termine the 2nd degree polynomial moments of an earthquake's space-time moment-
release distribution using frequency dependent measurements of global surface- and
body-wave arrivals. Our method incorporates both current 3-D earth models and the
physical constraint that the source-region have non-negative volume. The 2nd mo-
ments provide estimates of the duration, spatial extent, and directivity of an event's
rupture. In addition, they can be used to systematically resolve the fault-plane ambi-
guity. Our values of the 2nd moments for the 1995, M, 8.0, Jalisco Mexico earthquake
agree well with those determined from local slip inversions, and our inversion for the
1st-degree moments of the 1995 Kobe earthquake shows that the measurement er-
rors resulting from unmodeled lateral heterogeneity are small. By estimating the 2nd
moments for a catalog of large earthquakes, we are able to systematically resolve the
fault-plane ambiguity on a global scale.
While the 2nd moments of most large earthquakes are aligned along one of the can-
didate fault-planes of the event's moment tensor, the 2nd moments of the Romanche
and Prince Edwards events are oriented at a high angle to both of their candidate
fault-planes. The only type of source-model that can satisfy the observed Oth, 1st,
and 2nd degree moments of these events is one that involves slip on two parallel faults.
This observation agrees with subevent locations determined using travel-time picks
which suggest that multiple parallel faults ruptured in both of these earthquakes. The
geometry of both event sequences is consistent with a scenario in which a slow-event
on the main transform fault redistributes stress in the region, triggering subevents on
both the main and sub-parallel adjacent faults. This evidence for co-seismic rupture
of multiple faults combined with other seismic and marine geologic data suggest that
deformation at oceanic transforms can be distributed over a wide region (-100 km)
on both long (geologic) and short (co-seismic) time-scales.
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Faults in the Earth's crust rupture in slip events that range in duration from less
than one second for small earthquakes to the nearly continuous creep that occurs along
the central San Andreas fault. The spatial and temporal extent of any earthquake can
be measured by the characteristic rupture length, Lc, and the characteristic duration,
Tc, which are defined in terms of the second central moments of the stress-glut-rate
tensor [Backus and Mulcahy, 1976a, 1796b; Backus 1977a, 1977b; Silver and Jordan
1983, Chapter 4]. The ratio of these dimensions gives the characteristic rupture
velocity, vc. In an ordinary earthquake, the instability propagates at close to the
shear-wave velocity of the surrounding elastic medium resulting in a v of -3-4 km/s
in the crust. However, various studies have shown that there are instabilities or fault-
slip transients that have characteristic velocities which are orders of magnitude lower
than what occurs in an ordinary earthquake but remain well above the velocities
associated with steady-state creep (~10 cm/yr). These slow slip transients range
over several orders of magnitude in both characteristic duration, T, and velocity, v,
(Figure 1-1).
The term 'slow earthquake' (vc < ~-1 km/s) denotes events which include or-
dinary subevents that produce high-frequency radiation, but slow earthquakes have
unusually long total durations for their seismic moments and produce a level of low-
frequency excitation that is anomalously large relative to their high-frequency ex-
citation. Silent earthquakes (v < -100 m/s) are events that lack any periods of
high-speed rupture propagation and hence do not radiate high-frequency energy.
Events associated with the band that includes the lower end of the slow-earthquakes
(vc < ~0.5 km/s) and the silent earthquakes are difficult to study. They are not
always documented in the standard earthquake catalogs owing to their lack of high-
frequency radiation. High quality data has been lacking for these events because they
span the frequency range from the lower-most end of the seismic-spectrum, where
background noise limits study to only the largest events (Beroza and Jordan, 1990),
to the upper end of the geodetic spectrum where strain-meter instruments often do
not sample at a fast-enough rate to capture the rupture propagation of the transient
(Linde et al., 1996). Additionally strain-meter type data is limited to only the most-
well instrumented geographic areas. Despite these difficulties, geodetic observations
have documented clear slow-slip transients with durations as short as 40 min (Linde
et al., 1996). Higher-sensitivity instruments have suggested that a single swarm of
slow-earthquakes can have events ranging in duration from as short as 10 s to as long
as 103 s (Crescentini et al., 1999); however, these events were too small to be detected
seismically. Seismic observations of large (M ~ 8) subduction zone thrust events
have established that some events, such as the 1960 Peru (Pelayo and Wiens, 1990)
and 1992 Nicaragua earthquakes (Kanamori and Kikuchi, 1993) can have durations
(~ 100 s) that are at least a factor of 2 longer than ordinary M-8 earthquakes. In
these events, the rupture front slows down to velocities of -0.5 km/s when it reaches
the shallow portion of the thrust interface owing to either the low rigidity of the
sediments in the acretionary wedge or to their velocity strengthening frictional char-
acter. Despite these well-established seismically and geodetically observed slow-slip
transients the range of behavior between them has been difficult to constrain.
Several studies have targeted the region corresponding to durations from tens to
thousands of seconds and sizes from M, -5 to M,, -7.5 by examining excitations
of the Earth's lowest frequency normal-modes. Beroza and Jordan (1990) used the
data available in the 1980s from the IDA network and found excitation of these
modes at times when no ordinary earthquake could account for it. This potential
evidence for slow and silent earthquakes is hard to interpret both because of the
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Figure 1-1: Slow and silent earthquakes, after Beroza and Jordan (1990). A June 6,
1960 Chile (Kanamori and Stewart, 1979), B the 1896 Sanriku earthquake (Kanamori,
1972), C the 1997 Apennines sequence (Crescentini et al., 1999), D the 1960 Peru
earthquake (Pelayo and Wiens, 1990), E-G San Andreas fault slow earthquakes (Linde
et al., 1996), H the 1992 Sanriku-Oki earthquake (Kawasaki et al., 1995), I precursors
to the 1976 Friuli earthquake (Bonafede et al., 1983), J the 1946 Aleutian Islands
earthquake (Kanamori, 1972; Abe, 1973), K the 1978 Izu-Oshima earthquake (Sacks
et al., 1981), L 1994 Romanche Slow earthquake (Chapter 2), M 1997 Prince Edwards
earthquake, (Chapter 3).
limits of the IDA network and the more recent observation of continuous excitation
of the Earth's normal-modes (Naoki and Kiwamu, 1998; Nawa, 1998; Suda et al.,
1998) possibly by atmospheric pressure variations. Shearer (1994) identified 40 slow
events by applying a matched-filter algorithm to the IDA data in a slightly higher
frequency band than that studied by Beroza and Jordan (1990). Jordan (1991), Ihmle
et al. (1993), and Ihml6 and Jordan (1994) targeted slow-slip events by looking for
earthquakes that had sufficient high-frequency radiation to be included in earthquake
catalogs but which also showed anomalously large excitation of low-frequency modes.
They surmised that these earthquakes were "compound events" comprising both an
ordinary event that accounted for the high-frequency radiation as well as a smooth
transient of longer duration that accounted for the unexpectedly large excitation seen
in the low-frequency modes.
One event in particular, the 1989 M, 8.2 Macquarie ridge earthquake, showed
unexpectedly large excitation of low-frequency modes and anomalies in the phase of
these modes that could be explained by smooth moment-release prior to the event's
high-frequency origin time (Ihml6 et al., 1993; Park, 1990; Kedar et al., 1994). How-
ever, there was a complete lack of any observable precursory energy arriving at nearby
(A ~ 200) high-gain seismometers (Ihml6 et al., 1993; Kedar et al., 1994). Ihml6 et al.
(1993) showed that the precursor would show no observable signal at the regional
seismic stations if the source-time-function (STF) of the Macquarie earthquake was
sufficiently smooth in the interval preceding the onset of ordinary seismic rupture.
The STF, M(t), is the time derivative of the seismic moment release function. For
it to be smooth, its derivative, the moment acceleration, M(t), must be small. In
a simple model of a unilateral (Haskell) rupture on a rectangular fault M initially
increases as, M = 2pWvAit, where p is the shear modulus, W is the fault width,
Vr is the rupture velocity, and Ain is the particle slip velocity. Thus, for the Mac-
quarie precursor, which occurred at a depth >30km and had a seismic moment of
3x102 ' Nm, to have had low values of M, the product of the rupture and particle slip
velocities, V,Ant, must have been several orders of magnitude smaller than the value
corresponding to an ordinary earthquake (i.e. the precursor probably had a small
characteristic velocity, v). While such a slow precursor would not have been visible
on the regional seismic recordings, Kedar et al. (1994) found the lack of an observable
precursor before the high-frequency P-wave arrival time to be sufficient evidence to
reject the slow-precursor hypothesis.
In Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis we document observable low-frequency energy
arriving before the high-frequency P-wave for two oceanic transform fault-events, the
1994, M, 7.0, Romanche and 1997, M 6.8, Prince Edward's Island earthquakes.
Low-pass filtered recordings of the P waves for these events show smooth ramps
that began well before the arrival of the high-frequency waves from their mainshocks.
These initial ramps require slip-events that released significant amounts of seismic mo-
ment while radiating little to no high-frequency energy. Both events show a strong
roll-off in their amplitude spectra similar to the events studied by Ihmle and Jor-
dan (1994). We performed joint inversions of the low-frequency P waveforms and
spectral data for these events to determine their STFs. The events show remark-
ably similar compound-event behavior. They are comprised of an episode of smooth
moment release that lasts for 200 and 30 s for the Romanche and Prince Edwards
events respectively, as well as an ordinary mainshock that accounts for the majority
of the seismic moment in each event despite having an order of magnitude shorter
duration than the respective slow component. For both events, the STFs have values
of M during the slow component that are 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than those
observed during the mainshock, implying lower values of v, and/or An.
Arrival-time picks of various subevents in the Romanche and Prince Edward's Is-
land earthquakes suggest an unusual space-time relationship with the subevents rup-
turing more than one fault. This is a particularly important observation to constrain
because the space-time distribution provides a clue to the mechanical relationship
between the slow and fast episodes of deformation in these earthquakes. If the slow
precursor ruptured the same section of the fault as the mainshock, the precursor
might be an unusually large nucleation phase that accelerated into an ordinary rup-
ture, similar to nucleation phases observed in California earthquakes (Ellsworth and
Beroza, 1995). However, if the slow and fast events occurred on different faults, the
slow event may have triggered the fast event by redistributing stress within the focal
region. Unfortunately, owing to the lack of nearfield data for oceanic transform fault
events, it is difficult to determine the precise spatial relationship. While the travel-
time picks presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are suggestive of multiple faults failing in
one event, they suffer from uncertainties in picking the later arrivals in the middle of
the P-wave group.
Determining the space-time rupture history of an earthquake that is only recorded
teleseismically is a difficult and non-unique inverse problem. Typical teleseismic in-
versions assume an a priori source model, such as a series of point-sources (Kikuchi
and Kanamori, 1991) with triangular STFs, and find the contribution of each point-
source that optimizes the fit to the P-wave data. Other methods solve for the slip in
individual elements on a densely gridded fault-plane by stabilizing the inversion with
a smoothing constraint. However, P waves can be insensitive to the total moment in
a large earthquake (Ekstr6m, 1989), and the choice of smoothing parameter is often
arbitrary. Recently Ihmle (1998) showed that for the M, 8.2 Bolivia deep earthquake
teleseismic P-wave inversions are unable to differentiate between a slip distribution
composed of compact subevents and one composed of widely distributed slip due to
the uncertainty in the smoothing parameter. This is a particularly discouraging ob-
servation for M~7 shallow earthquakes, such as the Romanche and Prince Edward's
Island events, because determining the details of their rupture histories requires re-
solving finer spatial scales and modeling more complicated P-wave Green's functions
than were involved in the Bolivia event. In Chapter 4 we develop a method for deter-
mining certain well-resolved properties of an earthquake's space-time rupture history,
such as Lc, Tc, and vc, that go beyond a point-source representation without assuming
an a priori source model or any ad hoc smoothing parameter.
The space-time distribution of moment release in an earthquake is described by the
stress-glut rate tensor, L(r, t). In Chapter 4, we develop a method for determining
the 1st and 2nd degree polynomial moments of IF(r, t) from frequency-dependent
measurements of the phase-delay and amplitude differences between data seismograms
and synthetic seismograms calculated for a point-source in a 3-D Earth model. While
the theory of 2nd degree moments was first developed in the 1970's (Backus and
Mulcahy, 1976a,b), developing inversion methods that can determine these quantities
has been difficult. The method presented in Chapter 4 has several advantages to its
formulation, particularly the ability to utilize different frequency bands and phases
depending on the earthquake's size and the incorporation of the physical constraint
that the source region have non-negative volume which is non-linear in the elements
of the 2nd moments. Additionally, since about 1995 the global seismic network has
improved to the level where 2nd moments can be routinely determined for large
earthquakes. In Chapter 5 we present the first systematic global catalog of 2nd
degree moments of large (M, > 6.5) earthquakes.
A point-source representation of an earthquake, such as the 0th and 1st degree mo-
ments of I'(r, t) (i.e. the Centroid Moment Tensor, CMT), results in the well-known
fault-plane ambiguity. By determining the 2nd degree moments of an earthquake's
moment-release distribution we are able to resolve the fault-plane ambiguity. For sim-
ple earthquakes the 2nd spatial moment represents a characteristic rupture volume
that is nearly planar and aligned along one of the fault planes of the event's moment
tensor, thus specifying the true rupture plane. We are able to systematically resolve
the fault-plane ambiguity for the catalog of events in Chapter 5 by calculating the
characteristic rupture dimension in the direction normal to each of the two candidate
fault-planes for an event, and choosing the one with the smaller value as the true
fault-plane.
While the 2nd moments are clearly aligned along one of the nodal planes for most
earthquakes, for complex faulting events this isn't always the case. In particular
for the Romanche and Prince Edwards Island events, the 2nd spatial moment is
oriented at a significant angle from either nodal plane (Chapter 6). The only type of
faulting model that can produce the observed Oth, 1st, and 2nd degree moments of the
Romanche and Prince Edward's Island events is one that involves slip on multiple
sub-parallel transforms. Thus the 2nd-moment space-time inversion that is based
primarily on the amplitudes of P-waves and Rayleigh waves confirms the travel-time
based observations of complex faulting from Chapters 2 and 3.
The 2nd moments determined for the Prince Edwards Island and Romanche earth-
quakes in Chapter 6 demonstrate that the slow slip events that occurred during
these earthquakes occurred ruptured separate faults from their respective mainshocks.
Therefore the slow-precursors were not simply nucleation phases that accelerated into
fast dynamic ruptures. To explain the apparently causative relationship between the
slow-slip events and the mainshocks in these earthquakes, we calculated the changes
in Coulomb failure stress that would have occurred at the location of the Romanche
mainshock as a result of the slow-precursor. We find that the fault which failed in
the Romanche mainshock was brought significantly closer to failure by the precursor
(Chapter 6). A similar mechanism may also be responsible for triggering the off-fault
mainshock in the Prince Edward earthquake.
Chapter 2
The 1994 Romanche Transform
Earthquake
Published in Science by J. J. McGuire, P. F. Ihmle, an T. H. Jordan, 274, 82-85,
1996. Copyright by the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Abstract. Low-frequency spectral anomalies have indicated that some large earth-
quakes are preceded by extended episodes of smooth moment release, but the reality
of these slow precursors has been debated because they have not been directly ob-
served in the time domain. High-gain seismograms from the 14 March 1994 Romanche
Transform event (M. 7.0) show a precursory ramp with a moment of 7 x 1018 Newton-
meters beginning about 100 seconds before the arrival of the high-frequency P waves.
This precursor was the initial phase of a slow component of slip that released nearly
half of the total moment of the earthquake. Such behavior may be typical for large
earthquakes on the oceanic ridge-transform system.
2.1 Introduction
Since the early work of Kanamori and Cipar (1974) on the great 1960 Chilean earth-
quake, episodes of slow, smooth moment release have been postulated to precede
and initiate some large earthquakes. New techniques have recently been developed
for the detection and analysis of slow precursors using low-frequency seismic spectra
(Jordan, 1991; Ihml6 et al., 1993). Their application to a catalog of large events has
revealed that slow precursors are rare in continents and convergence zones but appear
to be common features of earthquakes on the oceanic ridge-transform system (Ihmle
and Jordan, 1994). For example, Ihml6 et al. (1993) found that the great Macquarie
Ridge earthquake of 23 May 1989, which had a moment-magnitude (Mw) of 8.2, was
preceded by a slow precursor with a moment release of about 3x102 0 Newton-meters
(N-m), equivalent to a M, 7.6 event. However, no precursor was evident on high-
gain, broadband seismograms in the interval immediately before the high-frequency
P-wave arrival times (Ihmle et al., 1993). This observation has led some to reject the
slow-precursor hypothesis (Kedar et al., 1994).
2.2 Time Domain Signals
The detection of slow precursors as time-domain signals at teleseismic distances is
difficult because the ambient level of seismic noise rises rapidly at frequencies below
about 3 millihertz (mHz) (Agnew and Berger, 1978; Beroza and Jordan, 1990). Here
we report the detection of such signals for the 14 March 1994 earthquake on the
Romanche transform fault in the central Atlantic ocean (Figure 2.1). This large
earthquake (M, 7.0) comprised at least two ordinary ruptures, a small preshock
(event A in Figure 2.2) followed approximately 16 s later by the mainshock (event
B). At the lowest noise station, Tamanrasset, Algeria (TAM), a low-passed version
of the P wave shows a distinct ramp in front of the mainshock (Figure 2.2). The
amplitude of the ramp exceeded the noise level for at least 100 s before the high-
frequency (A) arrival time, and there is some suggestion that its beginning may have
preceded A by as much as 300 s.
Although TAM shows the precursor most clearly, the signal is visible at all other
stations where the first swing of the low-passed, mainshock P wave was greater than a
factor of three above the noise level (Figure 2.3). On each of the six records that satisfy
this criterion, the mainshock P wave was preceded by a ramp of the same polarity,
Figure 2-1: Map showing the Harvard Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) location and
mechanism of the 14 March 1994 Romanche Transform earthquake (7). Triangles
are the locations of the six seismic stations used in the P-wave stack; these stations
sample all four quadrants and lie away from nodes in the radiation pattern.
and in all six the ramp has a consistent relative slope and duration. Because the
low-noise stations cover all four quadrants of the focal sphere and sample epicentral
distances ranging from 280 to 730, these observations confirm that the ramp is a source
signal with a radiation pattern similar to the mainshock rather than a propagation
effect. Given the coherency of the six low-passed records, we stacked them to obtain
a composite waveform (lower part of Figure 2.3). When corrected for the group delay
of the low-pass filter, the precursory ramp can be seen at least 90 s before the event-
A arrival time. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, a similar stack of another strike-slip
earthquake yielded no such precursor.
2.3 Directivity
The A and B subevents have an unusual space-time relationship that also suggests
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Figure 2-2: Vertical-component records of the P wave from the 1994 Romanche Trans-
form earthquake at the high-performance seismic station TAM. Top panel contains
the raw broadband trace at two magnifications (both labeled BHZ) and a detided,
low-pass filtered version of the same seismogram (labeled LOW), revealing the pre-
cursory ramp beginning at least 1 min before the high-frequency arrival time (t =
0). The low-pass filter is a 4-pole Butterworth with a 6-mHz corner. Vertical scales
are digital units of the seismogram (counts). Arrows are the arrival-time picks for
subevents A and B, with zero time set to be the high-frequency (event-A) arrival time.
A comparison of the lower two traces, which have the same magnification, shows that
the amplitude of thehigh-frequency noise is substantially larger than that of the low-
frequency precursor, masking the latter on the unfiltered record. The lower panel is
the same low-passed record at a longer time scale, with dashed lines approximating
noise level. The two low-passed records have not been corrected for the group delay
of the filter, which is 10 s.
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Figure 2-3: Fig. 3. Upper traces are vertical-component P waves for the 1994 Ro-
manche Transform earthquake for the six, low-noise stations shown in Figure 2.1.
These were the only stations where the first swing of the main shock P wave was
greater than a factor of three above the noise level. All seismograms have been de-
tided, low-pass filtered (4-pole Butterworth with a corner at 6 mHz), corrected for
the group delay of the filter, detrended, and corrected for radiation pattern (flipped
in polarity if dilatational and normalized to a common amplitude). Lower traces
are a stack of these six seismograms (heavy line) and a similar, six-station stack for
the large (Mw 7.0) Mendocino earthquake of 01 September 1994 (8) (light line). In
both cases, zero time corresponds to the high-frequency arrival time (labelled HF).
The Romanche Transform earthquake shows a precursory ramp beginning at or be-
fore 90 s (labelled LF), whereas the Mendocino earthquake does not. The delay in
the arrival time of the high-amplitude P wave for the Romanche Transform earth-
quake corresponds approximately to the 16-s delay between event A, which is the first
high-frequency arrival, and event B, which is the mainshock.
Figure 2-4: Vertical-component, P waves recorded at four stations, showing the
arrival-time picks for event A on high-pass filtered seismograms (lower traces) and
event B on unfiltered, broadband seismograms (upper traces). Each trace runs from
20 s before to 30 s after the event-A arrival. The high-pass filter is a 4-pole Butter-
worth with a 1-Hz corner. <5 is the station azimuth. Stations to the northeast (e.g.,
TAM) have smaller B-A time differences than stations to the southwest (e.g., LPAZ),
indicating that event B is northeast of event A.
Mainshock Delay Times
Station Azimuth Delta B-A Time, s
ECH 25 56 12.4
SSB 25 53 11.3
TAM 48 37 10.8
LBTB 121 53 18.4
BOSA 125 54 14.5
BDFB 238 28 21.7
LPAZ 249 46 24.1
SJG 297 46 18.8
ANMO 305 85 14.5
CCM 310 73 16.8
Table 2.1:
all records with clear arrivals (Figure 2.4, Table 2.1), located them relative to the
background seismicity using the clustered event algorithm of Jordan and Sverdrup
(1981) which yields relative locations that are independent of common path anomalies.
We relocated subevents A and B together with all events in the region having 30 or
more P-wave arrival times in the International Seismological Centre catalog from 1964
to 1996. All event depths were fixed at 10 km. We then shifted the hypocentroid
of the seismicity cluster 12 km in the direction N300 E to align the seismicity with
the Africa-South America plate boundary on a high-resolution map of the altimetric
gravity field (Figure 2.5). We found that the two subevents were separated by 83
t 15 km and 16.7 ± 1.0 s. Therefore, a model of the rupture initiating at A and
propagating directly to B requires a rupture velocity of 5.0 ± 1.0 km/s, which exceeds
the shear-wave speed in the upper oceanic lithosphere and thus the typical rupture
velocity of shallow-focus earthquakes (Scholz, 1990). Moreover, the A and B locations
lie along an azimuth of N37 ± 8'E, which is at a significant angle to the strikes of
the inferred fault planes for both subevents (Figure 2.5).
We determined the moment tensor in 1-mHz bands from 1 to 11 mHz, using the
free-oscillation inversion method described by Riedesel et al. (1986); no significant
frequency dependence of the source mechanism was observed, which implies that the
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Figure 2-5: Map of the western part of the Romanche transform fault, showing the
relocated earthquakes, plotted as points with 95% confidence ellipses (10), and the
altimetric gravity field, plotted in color (Sandwell, 1995). Beachball insets are the
low-frequency source mechanism (LF) and subevent mechanisms (A and B) for the
1994 Romanche Transform earthquake. Large dots are the epicenters of the A and B
subevents and the Harvard CMT epicentroid, and the arrow emanating from B shows
the direction and approximate length of the main rupture. The gravity anomalies
range from -15 milligals (blue) to +15 milligals (red), and the relief is illuminated
from the northwest.
slow component of the 1994 Romanche Transform earthquake had a radiation pattern
similar to that of the main shock. The mechanism labeled LF in Figure 2.5 is the
average across the frequency band 3 to 6 mHz. The source mechanisms of subevents
A and B, also shown in Figure 2.5, were determined by waveform analysis. They are
similar but not identical; for example, their long-period P-wave polarities are reversed
at Nana, Peru (NNA). Thus all the subevents of the 1994 sequence ruptured on nearly
E-W striking fault planes which is incompatible with the directivity observed between
subevents A and B. These data suggest that the two events occurred on separate fault
planes and were initiated by a common precursor.
The morphology of the western portion of the Romanche Transform is extremely
complex, exhibiting multiple paleotransform valleys that resulted from past changes in
plate motions (Bonatti et al., 1994). The location of event A, the small preshock (M"
6), is consistent with it being on the primary active trace of the Romanche transform
fault, but event B, the mainshock, is located significantly north of this feature, in a
fault valley with a trend nearly parallel to the main transform fault. The directivity
inferred from the azimuthal variation of the P waveforms indicates that the mainshock
propagated to the east. No aftershocks were teleseismically recorded, so we could not
determine its rupture length, but standard scaling relations would imply that it was
50 to 70 km (Scholz, 1990). This approximates the length of a seismic gap just south
of the mainshock, where the valley of the main fault trace is interupted by a large
bathymetric high (Searle et al., 1994) (Figure 2.5).
It is not possible to locate the slow precursor relative to the mainshock, but
moment-tensor inversions exclude the possibility that the precursor occurred on a
fault connecting the A and B events. One scenario consistent with the available
data (among many) is that smooth slip at depth in the normally aseismic region
redistributed stress in the region and triggered seismicity in both the westernmost
portion of the Romanche (A event) and the neighboring fault valley to the north of
the seismic gap (B event).
2.4 Source Time Function Estimation
We also investigated the 1994 Romanche Transform earthquake using the spectral
synthesis and inversion methods applied in previous studies of slow earthquakes (Jor-
dan, 1991; Ihmle et al., 1993; Ihmle and Jordan, 1994). We estimated the amplitude
(total-moment) spectrum MT(w) and phase delay (time-shift) spectrum t(w) of the
source at 1-mHz intervals from 1 to 50 mHz using a combination of body waves,
surface waves, and free oscillations. The source spectra shown in Figure 2.6 were
obtained using the Harvard CMT (Dziewonski et al., 1994) and the PREM velocity
and attenuation structure (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) corrected for the 3-D
elastic structure of Su et al. (1994). The fundamental modes above 7 mHz were also
corrected for smaller scale heterogeneity using the degree-36 phase velocity maps of
Ekstrdm et al. (1993). The different wave types yielded consistent results through-
out their regions of overlap. The phase-delay spectrum is nearly constant across the
entire frequency band, but the amplitude spectrum shows a sharp break at about 10
mHz. This pattern is similar to that observed for other slow earthquakes by Jordan
(1991) and Ihmle and Jordan (1994) which they interpreted as compound sources.
According to this hypothesis, the amplitude break results from the superposition of
an ordinary fast rupture, which dominates the spectrum at high frequencies, and a
smooth transient of longer duration, which dominates at low frequencies. The lack of
a corresponding break in the phase-delay spectrum requires that the centroid times
of the two events are nearly equal, thus implying that the slower event begins first.
The break in the amplitude spectrum is also visible in measurements of the source
spectra made on transverse component records (Figure 2.7). The roll-off in the am-
plitude spectra for the transverse component is nearly identical to that observed for
the vertical component, but is somewhat less well-constrained due to the higher-noise
levels on ths component.
To quantify these statements, we performed a joint inversion of the spectra and
the P-wave stack for the source time function (Figure 2.6). The results show an event
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Figure 2-6: (A) Amplitude and (B) phase-delay spectra for the 1994 Romanche
Transform earthquake. Points are estimates with one-sigma error bars obtained from
propagation-corrected spectra, averaged over a global network of 32 broadband sta-
tions (16); wave types used in the measurements are spheroidal free oscillations (solid
circles), Rayleigh waves (open squares), and long-period body wavetrains (solid tri-
angles). Solid and dashed lines are the spectra obtained by Fourier transforming the
source time functions in panel D. The phase-delay spectrum is referenced to the NEIC
high-frequency origin time (7), which corresponds to the initiation of event A. (C)
Comparison of the observed P-wave stack from Figure 2.3 (open circles) with syn-
thetic seismograms (solid and dashed lines) computed from the source time functions
in panel D. (D) Solid line is the source time function obtained by the joint inversion
of the spectral-domain data in panels A and B and time-domain data in panel C.
Dashed line is from the inversion of just the spectral data in the 10-50 mHz band,
















Figure 2-7: Comparison of the amplitude spectra for the 1994 Romanche event derived
from the transverse (solid circles) and vertical (open circles) component data. Both
types of measurements were made with the technique of Silver and Jordan (1982)
using synthetic seismograms calculated for the Harvard CMT and PREM velocity
structure. The solid line shows the fit to the amplitude spectra for the source-time
function in Figure 2.6d
origin time (t = 0) and continuing for about 250 s, a preshock initiating at 0 s, and a
29-s pulse of high moment release beginning at 16 s. This compound-event model fits
the amplitude and phase-delay data across the entire frequency range, as well as the
precursor observed in the waveform stack. We also inverted the spectral data alone,
allowing no moment release at t < 0, but found that we could not simultaneously
satisfy the large amplitudes and flat phase-delays at low frequencies. Hence, the
spectral data confirm the existence of the slow precursor seen in the P-wave stack.
The best-fitting source time function has a total static (zero-frequency) moment of
5.4 x10 19 N-m. Comparing its amplitude spectrum to one from a source time function
confined to the interval 0 < t < 40 s (Figure 2.6) indicates that the static moment
released by the slow component is about 2.3 x 1019 Nm, or 43% of the total. About
0.7 x 1019 Nm (13%) is released in the slow precursor.
The amplitude spectrum shown in Figure 2.6 is dependant on the centroid-location,
moment-tensor, and earth-structure which are assumed in the calculation of the mode-
sum synthetics utilized by the various spectral estimation techniques. It has been
suggested by Abercrombie and Ekstrom (1999) that the roll-off in the amplitude
spectrum at low-frequencies (< 10 mHz) is due to the use of the PREM earth-model
and CMT centroid depth (15 km) in the synthetic seismogram calculation. To check
the dependance on elastic-structure, we calculated estimates of the amplitude spec-
trum using the oceanic velocity model PA5 Gaherty et al. (1996) which has a 5 km
thick water-layer and a crustal thickness of 7 km (these layers are 3 and 21.4 km
thick respectively in PREM) combined with the PREM Q-model. We used the same
latitude, longitude, and centroid time as in Figure 2.6, but the centroid depth was
shifted from 15 to 18 km to agree with the depth determined by Abercrombie and Ek-
strom (1999) from body-wave fitting. We preformed moment-tensor inversions using
the free-oscillation technique of Riedesel et al. (1986) and used the resulting values
(MT = -. 28 , Moo= 1.0, Moo= -. 73, Mro= -1.4 , Mr,= -.62, Moo= -4.1, x10 19 Nm) to
calculate the synthetics used in the amplitude spectrum estimation procedures. The
amplitude spectrum for this oceanic model is shown in Figure 2.8 (note the phase-
delay spectrum in Figure 2.8 is the same as the one in Figure 2.6). While the roll-off
in the amplitude spectrum is slightly less pronounced than in the PREM amplitude
spectrum, the compound nature of the Romanche event remains very clear. Inverting
this amplitude spectrum along with the P-wave stack and phase-delay spectrum from
Figure 2.6 yields the source-time function shown in Figure 2.8D. This source-time
function shows an event sequence that comprises a slow earthquake beginning 100
s before the high-frequency origin time (t = 0) and continuing for about 250 s, a
preshock initiating at 0 s, and a 15-s pulse of high moment release beginning at 15
s. While the precursor for this model has slightly less seismic-moment than for the
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Figure 2-8: (A) Amplitude and (B) phase-delay spectra for the 1994 Romanche
Transform earthquake determined using the oceanic velocity structure PA5. Points
are estimates with one-sigma error bars obtained from propagation-corrected spec-
tra, averaged over a global network of 32 broadband stations (16); wave types used
in the measurements are spheroidal free oscillations (solid circles), Rayleigh waves
(open squares), and long-period body wavetrains (solid triangles). Solid lines are the
spectra obtained by Fourier transforming the source time function in panel D. The
phase-delay spectrum is referenced to the NEIC high-frequency origin time, which
corresponds to the initiation of event A. (C) Comparison of the observed P-wave
stack from Figure 2.3 (thick line) with a synthetic seismogram (thin line) computed
from the source time function in panel D. (D) Solid line is the source time function
obtained by the joint inversion of the spectral-domain data in panels A and B and






waves. Thus the measurements for an oceanic-velocity model also support the P-wave
observations of a slow-precursor for the Romanche event.
2.5 Discussion
Since slow earthquakes occur most frequently along oceanic transform faults, Ihmle
and Jordan (1994) proposed that the intrinsic stratification of oceanic lithosphere may
be responsible for their compound-event character. According to this hypothesis, fast
ruptures in the shallow seismogenic zone are initiated by the loading due to slower
episodes of slip in the subjacent, serpentinized upper mantle. The superposition of a
fast event in the middle of a slow event, as seen in the source time function of Figure
2.6, is most easily explained by this depth relationship.
The data presented here indicate that the slow precursor of the Romanche earth-
quake grew for at least 100 s before it triggered a fast rupture, and the total moment
released during the entire slow event was comparable to that of the mainshock. This
behavior appears to be common on oceanic transform faults, but it is in marked con-
strast to the nucleation phases observed for other earthquakes, which are small and
accelerate quickly into inertia-dominated instabilities (Ellsworth and Beroza, 1995).
The shape of the waveform stack and the absence of any observable high-frequency
energy prior to event A indicate that the precursor's moment rate increased smoothly
at a nearly linear rate due to values of M which were 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller
than those during the mainshock. This implies that the product of the rupture and
particle velocities during slow phase of slippage must be at least two orders of magni-
tude smaller than that during the mainshock (see Chapter 1). Hence, the designation
"slow precursor" is truly warranted.
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Chapter 3
Further Evidence for the
Compound Nature of Slow
Earthquakes: The Prince Edward
Island Earthquake of April 28,
1997
Published in Journal of Geophysical Research by J. J. McGuire and T. H. Jordan,
105, 7819-7828, 2000.
Abstract. Seismograms of the April 28, 1997, Prince Edward island transform fault
earthquake (M 6.8) show clear evidence for the superposition of two types of rupture,
a normal earthquake and a slow component which primarily radiated energy at low
frequencies. We combined low-frequency spectral data with P waveform data to
invert for a source time function that satisfied data from 0.001 to 2.5 Hz. The results
show that the earthquake started with a slow event which began '-15 s before the fast
mainshock and was part of a slow earthquake which lasted over 30 s. The smoothness
of the initial event is inferred from the low amplitude of high-frequency energy at
regional stations during the initial portion of the P wave arrival. Directivity analysis
shows that the two components of the rupture occurred on different faults. The
slow event occurred on the main transform, and the fast event occurred on a parallel
fault 40 km to the east. A similar compound sequence, involving both slow and fast
components and rupture on multiple faults, occurred on the Romanche transform in
1994. These and other results for slow earthquakes suggest that many large events
on oceanic transform faults are compound events.
3.1 Introduction
Fault slip events are classified as slow earthquakes when the ratio of low-frequency
to high-frequency radiated energy is anomalously large. This classification has been
applied to events with durations raging from -1 s (Kanamori and Hauksson, 1992) to
106 s (Linde et al., 1996). Slow earthquakes are particularly common on oceanic trans-
form faults (Okal and Stewart, 1982) and may represent the majority of earthquakes
on such faults (Ihml6 and Jordan, 1994). The preferential radiation of low-frequency
energy results from a smoother than normal moment rate function, which is generally
ascribed to the event having a low rupture velocity vr and/or particle slip velocity An.
For instance, for a unilateral (Haskell) rupture on a rectangular fault with constant
An, the moment rate will initially increase at a rate M = 2pWvrAin, where W is the
fault width and y is the shear modulus. Thus an earthquake with low rupture and
particle slip velocities will produce a slower initial rise in the moment rate function,
M(t).
Recently, Jordan (1991) and Ihml6 and Jordan (1994) proposed that slow events
represent the superposition of a ordinary, fast earthquake, which dominates the source
spectrum at high frequencies, and a smooth transient of longer duration, which dom-
inates at low frequencies. This compound event model has been based primarily on
breaks in the source amplitude spectrum measured from low-frequency surface waves
and normal-mode excitations (Ihmle and Jordan, 1994) rather than on clear body
waveform data. For instance, the M. 7.0 1994 Romanche transform event showed
a break in its source amplitude spectrum at -7-8 mHz below which the amplitude
increased rapidly (McGuire et al., 1996). This type of spectral break implies the
superposition of a normal earthquake with an event of much longer duration which
primarily radiated energy below 7 mHz. The best fitting moment rate function for
the Romanche event included both a 200-s-long slow earthquake and a 20-s-long
mainshock. In addition, the spatial relationship between the two modes of rupture
has been difficult to determine. The two high-frequency subevents of the Romanche
earthquake occurred on separate, parallel faults. However, the signal to noise ratio
of the teleseismic P-waves was too poor below 7 mHz to determine which fault was
ruptured by the slow component. In contrast, the compound nature and the relative
location of the two modes of rupture are much more obvious for the 1997 Prince
Edwards Island earthquake.
3.1.1 April 28, 1997, Event
The April 28, 1997, oceanic transform fault slow earthquake (mb 5.7, M" 6.8)
occurred near Prince Edward Island (Figure 3.1) on the northernmost section of
the Discovery II transform fault (Fisher and Sclater, 1983), and it was recorded by
a network of temporary broadband seismometers in southern Africa (James et al.,
1998). These high-quality, nearby records show clear evidence of a compound source
process involving both a normal earthquake and an event which preferentially radiated
energy at low frequencies. At high frequencies (>1 Hz) the P wave recordings at the
southern African stations began with a low-amplitude arrival which lasted -10-15 s
and was approximately the amplitude of the arrival observed for a mb 4.4 aftershock
(Figure 3.2). However, when viewed at lower frequencies (< 60 mHz), the initial
arrival has an amplitude that requires significant moment release before the arrival
of the mainshock P wave. The low-frequency ramp can also be seen at teleseismic
stations such as KMBO and TAM (Figure 3.3). Low-pass-filtered version of the P
waveforms from a nearby event which occurred on May 21, 1998 (M" 6.3, located
150 km to the southwest), are also shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 for comparison. The
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Figure 3-1: (a) Map showing the location and focal mechanism of the April 28,
1997, Prince Edward Island earthquake. Large solid triangles show the locations of
teleseismic stations used in our directivity analysis. Solid lines show the location of
plate boundaries. (b) Enlargement of the boxed region in Figure 3.1a. Small triangles
show the locations of temporary stations in southern Africa used in determining the
relative locations of the slow event and its aftershocks. The square shows the location









Figure 3-2: (a) (top) Low-passed and (bottom) high-passed vertical component
recordings of the P wave arrival at station SA18 (-28.63'N 24.3056'E, A = 200 1 =
3060). The amplitude during the initial 10-15 s of the arrival appears much larger
in the low-frequency version. The P wave arrival from the May 1998 event is also
shown with the same low-pass filter to emphasize the low-frequency ramp in the 1997
event. (b) (top) The April 28 P wave recording (i.e. the high-passed seismogram from
Figure 3.2a) and (bottom) the high-passed P wave arrival from a mb 4.4 aftershock
on April 29, 1997, shown at the same amplification. Zero time is the high-frequency
arrival time in both Figures 3.2a and 3.2b for the April 28 event (12 12:02.9 GMT)
and the April 29 event (10 29:33.2 GMT).
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Figure 3-3: Teleseismic P waves at stations KMBO(A = 41', < = 3510), TAM (A
730, , = 325 ), and CAN (A = 780, D 127'). The traces have been low-pass-filtered
using a four pole (six pole for CAN due to higher noise level) Butterworth filter with
a corner at 50 mHz. The solid traces show the recordings for the April 28, 1997,
event, and the dashed traces show the recordings for the May 21, 1998, event. Zero
on the time axis corresponds to the P wave arrival time expected from the Harvard
CMT location. Arrows show the actual P-wave arrival times (for KMBO 1997, day
118, 12 15:17.50 GMT and 1998, day 141, 22 39:19.7 GMT, for TAM 1997, day 118,
12 19:04.35 GMT and 1998, day 141, 22 43:00.8 GMT and for CAN 1997, day 118,
12 19:33.95 and 1998, day 141, 22 43:24.9).
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from the 1998 event. At low frequencies, P waves from these two events should have
experienced nearly identical propagation effects. The complete lack of the initial low
frequency ramp in the P waves from the 1998 event demonstrates that this unusual
signal must have been produced by the source characteristics of the 1997 event rather
than by any propagation effect. Thus the 1997 event appears to have begun with a
10-15 s long episode of moment release which predominately radiated energy at low
frequencies.
3.2 Source Time Function Estimation
To quantify this observation of a slow beginning to the 1997 Prince Edwards Island
earthquake, we inverted for a source time function (STF) that is consistent with both
the high- and low-frequency character of the event.
3.2.1 Source Spectrum Measurements
We obtained estimates, shown in Figure 3.4, of the amplitude (total moment) MT(w)
and phase delay (time shift) spectrum 6t(w) of the 1997 event at 1-mHz intervals
from 1 to 50 mHz. All estimates were obtained using vertical component record-
ings from global stations and synthetic seismograms computed by mode summation
from PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), corrected for three-dimensional elastic
structure using the degree 12 aspherical model of Su et al. (1994) and the asymptotic
approximations of Woodhouse and Dziewonski (1984). We also corrected fundamen-
tal modes above 7 mHz for smaller-scale heterogeneity using the degree 36 phase
velocity maps of Ekstr6m et al. (1993). The Harvard centroid moment tensor (CMT)
was used, although the depth was shifted from 15 to 25 km (i.e., below the PREM M
discontinuity) to produce better overlap between the various spectral estimates. Es-
timates determined from spheroidal free oscillations (solid circles in Figure 3.4) were
calculated using the methods of Silver and Jordan (1982) and Riedesel and Jordan
(1989). We also obtained estimates of the source spectrum using the phase coherent
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Figure 3-4: The (a) amplitude and (b) phase-delay spectra are estimates with lo- error
bars obtained from propagation-corrected vertical component spectra, averaged over
a global network of 52 stations; wave types used in the measurements are spheroidal
free oscillations (solid circles), first orbit Rayleigh waves (open squares), and long-
period body waves (solid triangles). The solid lines show the spectra obtained by
Fourier transforming the source time function in Figure 3.6. Zero time in Figure 3.4b
is our determination for the high-frequency origin time (12 07:29.2 GMT).
for both first orbit Rayleigh waves (1-11 mHz) and long-period body wave trains (10-
50 mHz). For each wave group a complete mode-sum synthetic was windowed around
the arrival to create a isolation filter. The isolation filters were then cross-correlated
with both the synthetic and data seismograms, producing two broad-band cross cor-
relagrams for each phase/station pair. The cross correlagrams were windowed in the
time domain, and a series of narrow-band Gaussian filters were applied to them at 1-
mHz intervals. The lag time between the peaks of the two filtered cross correlagrams
was used as the estimate of the differential phase delay, which was then averaged
over all of the stations to determine 6t(w). The differential amplitude between ob-
served seismograms and synthetics was obtained from the ratio of the narrow-band
cross-correlogram peak amplitudes. MT(w) was estimated by multiplying the me-
dian of the differential amplitudes from all the stations by the scalar moment. These
approximations are valid for an appropriate choice of windows and filters which are
discussed by Ihml6 (1994). The amplitude estimates for the 1997 event show a roll-off
with frequency that is diagnostic of a slow event, while the phase delay spectrum is
relatively flat (Figure 3.4).
3.2.2 Inversion for the Source Time Function
We jointly inverted the spectral estimates with a low-passed version of the P wave
from station KMBO (A = 41, D = 3510), shown in Figure 3.5a, using an algorithm
similar to that of Ihmle and Jordan (1995). To ensure that the resulting STF was
consistent with the regional high-frequency arrivals, we added a linear inequality
constraint (Lawson and Hanson, 1974) that required that the convolution of the
STF with an empirical Green's function (EGF) be smaller than an envelope function
derived from one of the South African recordings (SA57) (see Figure 3.5b). Although
the aftershock used for the EGF was too small to determine its focal mechanism, we
can reasonably assume that it has approximately the same focal mechanism as the
initial portion of the mainshock because the events were located near each other on
the main transform fault. The stations KMBO and SA57 are both located to the NNE
of the event, so differential effects of directivity should be small. However, owing to
directivity (see section 4), stations at this azimuth show the longest durations for the
initial portion of the slow event, so we slightly overestimated the time between the
initiation of the slow component and the mainshock by ~2 s. We also constrained
the STF to be nonnegative.
Figure 3.6 shows the STF resulting from our inversion procedure. The event
began with a slow event which ruptured for -12 s before the start of the fast
event(mainshock) which lasted ~5 s. The smooth moment release continued after
the end of the mainshock for about another 15 s. This STF fits both the spectral
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Figure 3-5: (a) A low-passed version (four pole butterworth, corner at 40 mHz) of the
P wave at station KMBO (solid line), and the synthetic (dashed line) produced by
convolving the source time function in Figure 3.6 with a Green's function calculated
by normal mode summation. (b) The envelope function derived from a high-passed
version (corner 1.5 Hz) of the P wave recording at station SA57 (dashed line), and the
synthetic (sold line) resulting from the convolution of the source time function in Fig-
ure 3.6 with an empirical Green's function derived from an aftershock recording (see
Figure 3.2b). Zero time in Figures 3.5a and 3.5b corresponds to the high-frequency
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Figure 3-6: The source time function obtained by joint inversion of the spectral data
(Figure 3.4) with the P waveform from station KMBO (Figure 3.5a) subject to the
high-frequency constraint from the local network (E) (Figure 3.5b). Zero time is our
determination for the high-frequency origin time (12 07:29.2 GMT).
data and the low-frequency waveform data while satisfying the high-frequency con-
straint from the local stations (fits are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5). There is a
tension in the inversion between fitting the amplitude spectrum in the 10 to 30 mHz
band and fitting the sharpness of the first downswing in the KMBO P wave. The
inversion result shown in Figure 3.6 provides a good fit to both but is somewhat
more weighted toward fitting the amplitude spectrum because these network aver-
aged quantities should be less sensitive to the affects of directivity and the details of
the synthetic Green's function. The initial portion of the KMBO P wave is weighted
higher than the latter to ensure that the behavior in the first 20 s is well modeled.
This is the most well determined part of the STF because of the high-frequency wave-
form constraint. The large initial ramp in the low-frequency P waveform requires that
a significant amount of moment release occurred before the mainshock. In the inver-
sion presented in Figure 3.6 we smoothed the 0-12 s interval more than the mainshock
interval. However, the STFs resulting from inversions with equal regularization at all
times were very similar to the one shown in Figure 3.6 because the high-frequency
envelope constraint effectively requires the moment release to be smooth in the 0-12 s
interval. The continuation of the slow component from roughly 17 to 30 s is required
by the flatness of the phase delay spectrum.
The initial portion of the slow component of the Prince Edward Island earthquake
had a moment of 3 x 1018 Nm (M, 6.3) despite having produced only an amplitude
corresponding to a mb 4.4 event at high frequencies (Figure 3.2). The initial duration
of 12 s is large for an event of this seismic moment. For comparison, the 1995 Kobe
earthquake (M, = 2 x 1019 Nm) had a duration of <12 s even though its seismic
moment was an order of magnitude larger (Ide et al., 1996). Additionally, the 1994
Northridge event (M, = 1 x 1019 Nm) had a duration of -7 s (Dreger, 1994) despite
being significantly larger than the initial slow component of the Prince Edward event.
The total duration of the slow event, 30 s, is even longer. In contrast, the mainshock
had a moment of 8 x 1018 Nm and only lasted -5 s, a size and duration comparable
to the Northridge event. Thus the Prince Edward Island event was a compound
earthquake comprising both an ordinary, fast event (the mainshock), and a much
longer duration episode of smooth moment release which primarily radiated energy
at low frequencies. The high-frequency waveform constraint requires that the average
moment acceleration during the initial portion of the slow event was -2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the moment acceleration during the mainshock. For a simple
unilateral rupture the low initial moment accelerations imply that the product of the
rupture and particle slip velocities was -2 orders of magnitude smaller during the
slow event than during the fast event.
3.3 Directivity
The low-frequency ramp resulting from the initial portion of the slow event is visi-
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Figure 3-7: Vertical component displacement recordings (solid lines) of the P wave
arrival at teleseismic stations shown in Figure 3.1a and Table 3.1. The records have
been band-pass-filtered using a six pole butterworth filter with corners at 2 and 100
mHz. The traces are labeled with the station name and azimuth from north. Zero
on the time axis corresponds to the P wave arrival time expected from the Harvard
CMT location. Arrows show our picks for the arrivals of the initial low-frequency
event and the mainshock. Stations to the north and northwest (PAB and KIEV)
have the largest separation between arrivals, while stations to the southeast (NWAO)
have the shortest separation. Epicentral distances for the stations are RAYN A = 65',
NWAO A = 580, PMSA A = 59 , EFI A = 640, HOPE A = 520, PAB A = 92 ,
KIEV A = 930, and KIV A = 860. Synthetic seismograms are also shown (dashed
lines) for a source at 15 km depth in an oceanic structure.











Figure 3-8: Delay times of the initiation of the mainshock relative to the start of the
low-frequency ramp as a function of directivity parameter picos(#2) (where pi is the
ray parameter of the ith P wave and #i is the angle between the rupture direction
and the ith station azimuth). The best fitting solution has a rupture azimuth of 45'.
south of east, and a separation of 62 km and 11 s. The correlation coefficient for this
solution is 0.93.
ble in teleseismic P waves at all azimuths. However, it varies significantly in duration
and shape. At stations to the north and northwest the slow event starts almost 15 s
before the mainshock and appears as a separate peak in the P wave (see Figure 3.7),
while at stations to the southeast it begins <10 s before the mainshock and forms a
short ramp. The variation with azimuth in the duration and character of the initial
ramp suggests that the mainshock occurred significantly to the southeast of the slow
event. While this variation is clear in the raw records, it is difficult to pick arrival
times because of the low-pass filter required to see the slow event. To ensure a good
signal-to-noise ratio and consistent features between stations, we picked the arrival
of the slow event and the arrival of the mainshock on the nine teleseismic P waves
for which both arrivals were clear on vertical component displacement records (which
were band-pass-filtered between 2 and 100 mHz). We only used stations for which
synthetic seismograms, calculated using a propagator matrix technique (Langston
and Helmberger, 1975), showed impulsive first motions (Figure 3.7). The synthetic
seismograms, like the observations of the 1998 event, demonstrate that the ramp is
not a depth phase or other propagation effect. We then used the directivity param-
eter method (Beck and Ruff, 1984) to determine the azimuth of directivity and the
spatial and temporal separation between the initiation of the slow component and
the initiation of the mainshock. The differential arrival times T (Table 1) were fit
to the expression T = -picos(#rup - #i)X + T, where pi is the ray parameter of the
ith P wave, #i is the station azimuth (clockwise from north) for the ith P wave, #rup
is an assumed rupture direction, and X and T are the spatial and temporal separa-
tion between the two events, respectively. The rupture direction was determined by
maximizing the correlation coefficient between the observed and computed differential
times. For the delay times between the start of the slow event and the mainshock, the
rupture direction with the highest correlation coefficient was #rup =140' (R=0.93),
and the estimates of the space and time separations were 62 ± 18 km and 11.0 ±
1 s (Figure 3.8). The apparent rupture velocity implied by this solution (5.6 ± 1.9
km/s) is probably larger than the shear wave velocity in the oceanic upper mantle
(4.6 km/s).
We used high-frequency travel time picks from the South African array and other
regional stations to perform a relative relocation of the initiation of the slow event
with aftershocks and other nearby seismicity. At all of the stations with good signal-
to-noise ratio, the first arrival times at high and low frequencies are indistinguishable.
Thus, we believe that by using high-frequency first arrival picks we can get an accurate
estimate of the location of the beginning of the slow event. The relocations were done
using the hypocentroidal decomposition algorithm of Jordan and Sverdrup (1981),
which yields both relative locations that are independent of common path anomalies
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Figure 3-9: Map of the region of the April 28, 1997 earthquake. Relocated seismicity
is plotted as points with 95% confidence ellipses along with the altimetric gravity field
(Sandwell, 1995). The large circle in the main transform valley denotes the location
of the initiation of the slow component, while the large square in the adjacent valley
shows the initiation of the mainshock. The CMT focal mechanism is shown in the
inset at the top left. The slow event and the mainshock appear to have ruptured
separate faults because the nearly N-S striking nodal plane matches the strikes of
both valleys and the strike of the conjugate plane does not match the relative rupture
direction found in the directivity analysis.
Mainshock Delay Times
Station Azimuth Delta Delay Time, s
BFO 337 95 12.9
EFI 228 64 11.0
HOPE 227 51 9.9
PAB 325 92 13.9
NWAO 107 58 6.0
PMSA 209 59 10.8
CAN 126 78 7.4
PEL 231 83 9.8
ATD 0 53 17.3
Table 3.1:
3.9 shows the results of the relocation plotted on top of the satellite gravity field
(Sandwell, 1995). Between 41.250 S and 42.5'S, the Discovery II transform comprises
two parallel, north-south striking valleys. The western valley has a stronger gravity
signature and thus appears to be the main transform. The epicenter of the slow
component and most of the background seismicity lie along this fault. Using the
directivity (62 km at an azimuth of 140') determined in section 3, we can plot the
location of the mainshock on Figure 3.9 even though it was not part of the relocation
inversion due to the limited number of arrival times. The mainshock was located
in the parallel fault valley to the east of the main transform. Both the strike of
the main transform fault and the moment tensor of the Prince Edward Island event
preclude the possibility that rupture occurred on a fault connecting the epicenter and
the mainshock (i.e., one with a strike of 140').
3.4 Discussion
The 1997 Prince Edward Island earthquake comprised events of at least two char-
acteristic durations, an ordinary, fast event of the order of a few seconds long and a
slow event of the order of a few tens of seconds long. A foreshock (mb 4.3) that oc-
curred 2.5 hours prior to the main event may be indicative of a process of even longer
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Figure 3-10: Comparison of the spatial and temporal separation between the epicen-
ter and the location of the initiation of the mainshock for three oceanic transform
fault events. For the events on the Romanche transform fault, the time and space
separations were determined using the relative location algorithm described in the
text and by McGuire et al. (1996) (the 1971 location is from Chapter 6 and Forsyth
et al. (1986)). The Prince Edward event values were taken from Figure 8.
with very different kinematic properties. These differences, in rupture and/or parti-
cle slip velocities, resulted in lower moment accelerations during the slow component.
The directivity signal shows that these two types of rupture occurred on different
faults, suggesting that the variation in kinematical properties between events may be
associated with differences in frictional properties of the two faults. The western fault
is more prominent in the gravity field as well as the background seismicity and thus
appears to accommodate the majority of the slip on this plate boundary. Although
we do not yet understand the mechanism of slow earthquakes, the occurrence of the
lower stress drop slow earthquake on the main transform relative to the fast event
on the less active fault to the east is consistent with the idea that faults strengthen
between slip events (Kanamori and Allen, 1986). This analogy may suggest that the
more active transform had less time to heal between events and therefore ruptured
in a lower stress drop event.
The Prince Edward Island event shows many similarities to the 1994 Romanche
transform earthquake (McGuire et al., 1996). The most striking similarity is that
both events involved slip on two parallel transform faults. This also appears to be
true for a M, 7.0 event in 1971 on the Romanche [Forsyth et al. 1986, J. J. McGuire
and T. H. Jordan, unpublished material, 1999]. In all three cases the apparent rup-
ture velocity between the event on the main transform and the event on the secondary
parallel fault was of the order of 5 km/s (Figure 3.10). This implies that any causal
relationship between the initial rupture and the mainshock would have to occur due to
some dynamic mechanism related to the passage of the P wave. However, in the case
of the 1994 Romanche event, a 100-s slow precursor also occurred which could have
triggered the mainshock through quasi-static loading. While the mechanism which
causes multiple faults to rupture in one event remains undetermined, the Prince Ed-
ward event provides further evidence that some oceanic transform fault earthquakes
are "slow" because they involve both a component of rupture which primarily radiates
energy at low frequencies and a normal, fast earthquake.
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Determining detailed descriptions of the space-time distribution of an earthquake's
rupture using only teleseismic data is often a difficult and non-unique process. How-
ever, a description of an earthquake which goes beyond a point source is often needed
for many seismo-tectonic problems. We have developed a method which inverts mea-
surements of the travel-time and amplitude of various seismic phases at global stations
for the second degree polynomial moments of an event's space-time distribution. Our
values for the 2nd moments of the 1995, M, 8.0, Jalisco, Mexico, thrust event corre-
spond to a characteristic rupture length of 121+32 km along strike, a characteristic
rupture width of 76±36 km downdip, a characteristic duration of 29±5 s, and a di-
rection of rupture propagation along the strike of the subduction zone to the NW.
For the 1995, Mw 7.2, Gulf of Aqaba earthquake, our estimates of the 2nd moments
correspond to a characteristic rupture length of 65t14 km, a characteristic duration
of 9±1 s, and rupture propagation to the NE along the strike of the Dead Sea Trans-
form. Our estimates of the 1st and 2nd moments agree well with values from local
seismic and geodetic networks. For both the Jalisco and Aqaba events, we are able to
resolve the fault-plane ambiguity associated with the events' moment-tensors using
our estimates of the 2nd spatial moment.
4.1 Introduction
The spatial and temporal distribution of earthquake moment release has a large
effect on the displacement field observed at locations near the fault. This strong
dependence has enabled seismologists to image the space-time evolution of the rup-
ture of earthquakes recorded by nearby instruments in remarkable detail (Wald and
Heaton, 1994; Ide et al., 1996). However, abundant near-field data has been lacking
except in regions of dense regional seismic networks, such as California and Japan.
This has motivated a large amount of work on imaging earthquake ruptures from
teleseismic data. Such far-away observations have limited resolution, however, Ihmle
(1998) recently showed that P-wave inversions for the M, 8.2 Bolivia deep earthquake,
which had good teleseismic coverage and relatively simple P-wave propagation, were
unable to differentiate between a slip distribution composed of compact subevents
and one composed of widely distributed slip. This inherent non-uniqueness is often
associated with a choice of the spatial smoothing parameter that is used to regular-
ize these inversions (Ihml6, 1998). Imaging the slip distribution of large earthquakes
is further complicated because P waves provide only weak constraints on the total
moment of an event (Ekstr6m, 1989). Thus, attempts to determine the details of
slip distributions for earthquakes that are only recorded teleseismically are at best
extremely non-unique. There are several important properties of an earthquake's
space-time behavior that do not require this type of detailed finite-fault inversion,
such as resolution of the fault-plane ambiguity, approximate extent of the rupture
area, duration, and the direction of rupture propagation. In this paper, we develop a
method for robustly estimating these large-scale features of the slip distribution from
teleseismic data.
In the normal-mode formulation, the spatial and temporal extent of an earth-
quake's rupture enters the equation for the displacement u at a position x through
the stress-glut rate tensor t(r, t):
u(x, t) = Re Z(iwk)-sk(x)Ckexp(-iwkt - akt), (4.1)
k
where
Ck = Jf t(r, t) : E* (r)e * dV dt, (4.2)
and Sk is the eigenfunction of the kth mode which has eigenfrequency Wk, attenu-
ation parameter ak, and associated strain Ek. L(r, t), introduced and described in
detail by Backus and Mulcahy (1976a,b), is non-zero only in the region of non-elastic
deformation, i.e. the source volume. In this paper, we assume that f(r, t) has the
form
PF(r, t) - M f (r, t), (4.3)
where M is a unit-norm moment tensor and f(r, t) is the scalar space-time function.
For slip on a simple fault, this assumption is equivalent to requiring a constant ori-
entation of the fault plane and slip vector, but it allows also slip on parallel faults.
In contrast to near-field inversions which seek to determine a detailed parameteriza-
tion of f(r, t), we will invert for the polynomial moments of f(r, t), pMj), which have
spatial degree i, temporal degree j, and total degree i +j. The zeroth degree moment
p(0'0) = Jf f(r, t) dV dt (4.4)
is the standard seismic moment, MO, while the normalized first degree moments
p'O)/Mo and p(0,'l/Mo give the spatial and temporal centroids, respectively.
p4 J f(r, t) r dV dt, L (,1) = f f(r,t) t dV dt .
The degree-two moments about a point ro and time to are called central moments
when ro = p.("0)/Mo and to = p(0'0/Mo:
prr Xpr Ir1
ft( 2 ,O) X f 00 #0
A P= J00 00
# (0 2)=f (r, t) (t - to)2 dV dt,
= f J(r, t) (r - ro)(r - ro)T dV dt , (4.6)
p(') = JJf(r, t) (r - ro) (t - to) dV dt.
(4.7)
The coordinate system axes (r, 0, #) correspond to radius, co-latitude, and longitude
respectively. If the degree two moments are calculated about a point that is slightly
offset from the true centroid location, there is a small difference between the 2nd
moment and the 2nd central moment:
f ') = p (2 ' ) p(1,0)(1,O) (4.8)
The second central moments describe the spatial and temporal extent of the source.
Following Backus (1977a) and Silver and Jordan (1983), we can define the characteris-
tic dimension, xc(n), of the source region in a direction f, the characteristic duration
Tc, the characteristic (or apparent rupture) velocity ve and the average velocity of the
instantaneous spatial centroid, vo:
Xc(ii) = 2 nT [Ai2'0)/p(oo)1 i, Tc = 2 A(0,2)/p(0,0) ,
oc = Lc/Tc , vo = At'll//C('N, (4.9)
(4.5)
where Lc is the maximum value of xc and denotes the characterisitc rupture length
along the direction of the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of p 2 ,0.
A number of theoretical papers on 2nd moments have examined the non-uniqueness
in source inversions and the relationships between 2nd moments and standard source-
models (Backus, 1977b; Okal, 1982; Doornbos, 1982a,b; Pavlov, 1994; Das and Kostrov,
1997), but prior observational work on determining the polynomial moments of an
earthquakes has been limited to the inversion of body-waveform data (Gusev and
Pavlov, 1988) or surface-wave amplitude spectra assuming a fault plane a priori
(Bukchin, 1995). In this paper, we develop a formalism for inverting frequency-
dependent travel-time and amplitude measurements for the source moments of poly-
nomial degrees zero, one, and two. Data are obtained for arbitrary wavegroups, such
as surface waves and body waves, as differential measurements relative to synthetics
computed for a point source in a three-dimensional earth model.
4.2 Frequency-Dependent Phase and Amplitude Data
We measure the phase and amplitude of a target wave group relative to a synthetic
seismogram using the GSDF technique of Gee and Jordan (1992). The synthetic
seismogram, s, is represented as a sum over traveling wave groups, indexed by mode
number n. In the frequency domain, it is assumed that the data seismogram, s, can
be related to the synthetic by small differences in phase delay, 6r,, and amplitude
reduction time, 6r:
s(w) = 3n(w)e iT(w) - r ) (4.10)
GSDF measurements of the generalized travel time, 6T,(w), have been utilized in a
variety of structural inverse problems (Gaherty et al., 1996; Katzman et al., 1998)
because the relationships between 6T"(w) and structural model parameters are easily
linearized. In these studies, synthetic seismograms were calculated for short-duration
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Figure 4-1: Examples of isolation filters. The R1 isolation filter in the top panel was
made by summing only the modes in shown in blue in the PREM dispersion diagram
in the bottom panel. The full synthetic was calculated by summing all the spheroidal
modes of the PREM earth model (ie the bottom panel). All three traces in the top
panel have been narrow-band filtered around 10 mHz.
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Figure 4-1: Examples of isolation filters. The P-wave isolation filter in the top panel
was made by summing the modes shown in green and blue in the bottom panel. The
modes shown in blue had weights of 1, and they approximate P-wave branches on the
dispersion diagram. The modes shown in green were somewhat down-weighted for
the isolation filter calculation but not for the full synthetic calculation. Modes shown
in black were not included in the summation for the isolation filter, but were included
(at weight=1l) in the full synthetic. All three traces were narrow-band filtered around
35 mHz.
the data were attributed to structural variability along the path between the source
and station. Here, we study large earthquakes (M. > 7.0) that cannot adequately
be represented as point sources, even at low-frequencies. We make approximate cor-
rections for earth structure using a three-dimensional earth model, so that our mea-
surements of or," and org" can be attributed primarily to properties of the seismic
source.
The synthetic seismograms in this study were calculated for a point source in
both space and time through normal-mode summation for the PREM earth model
(Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), corrected for three dimensional elastic structure
using the degree-12 aspherical model of Su et al. (1994) and the asymptotic approxi-
mations of Woodhouse and Dziewonski (1984). We also corrected fundamental modes
above 7 mHz for smaller scale heterogeneity using the degree-40 phase-velocity maps
of Ekstr6m et al. (1997). The 3-D corrections only offset the phase of the surface-wave
arrivals; no corrections are made to the amplitudes for the effects of 3-D anelastic
structure or focusing and defocusing. The source is specified by a centroid location,
centroid time, and moment tensor from the Harvard CMT catalog (Dziewonski et al.,
1999). To limit any contributions to our measurements by lateral heterogeneity un-
accounted for by the 3-D models, we restricted our measurements of surface waves
to low-frequencies (< 20 mHz), and we omitted any stations for which our synthetic
seismograms did not closely resemble the observed seismograms.
The first step in the measurement process was the creation of an isolation fil-
ter by a weighted summation of normal modes. The isolation filter was designed to
approximate the complete synthetic in the time interval containing a target wave-
group and decay to zero outside that interval (Figure 4-1). The isolation filter is then
cross-correlated with both the complete synthetic and the data seismograms. The
resulting cross-correlagrams were windowed to localize the signals in the time domain
and then put through a series of narrow-band filters (with center frequencies wi) to
localize them in the frequency domain. The windowed and filtered cross-correlagrams
were then fit with two 5 parameter Gaussian wavelets from which the phase and am-
plitude parameters, Tp(wi) and 6Tq(wi), were calculated (Gee and Jordan, 1992). This
procedure corrects for the interference between the phase targeted by the isolation
filter and other arrivals on the seismogram, as well as the biases introduced by the
windowing and filtering operations. For shallow earthquakes, we typically made mea-
surements on vertical component seismograms for fundamental mode Rayleigh waves
at frequencies between 3 and 20 mHz and for P waves between 10 and 50 mHz.
4.3 Effects of an Extended Source on GSDF Mea-
surements
To relate the differences between the point-source synthetic and data seismograms
to our source parameterization, we determined the partial derivatives of and
or,"with respect to the polynomial moments of f(r, t). A Taylor-series expansion
truncated to second order gives the expression relating a point source seismogram, s,
to the seismogram resulting from an extended source, s:
1o 2s(rR, w) = [Mo +impD'+ pu'1") -Vs - p (02
+ iwl 1 ') - Vs + y '(2,) : VsVs]s(rR, rs, ts, w) , (4.11)
where rR and rg are the receiver and point-source locations respectively, ts is the
point source time, and p,(o) and p(Ol) represent any deviation of the centroid (ro, to)
from the point-source location. In the GSDF formalism, s and s are represented as
sums over traveling modes:
)= Zeiw;(w) - rq(w) , (4.12)
n
s(w) = esw(r;(w)+6 r;(w)) - w(ry(w)+6rg (w)) (4.13)
n
To obtain the explicit expression for 9, we converted the expression for the synthetic
seismogram from a sum over normal modes to a sum over traveling modes using the
Poisson-sum formula (Appendix A):
(Z) = [An(w) +zin (W)]ei(An+J1n)A-ix/4 (4.14)
where A is the epicentral distance, A, (w) and B, (w) depend on the eigenfunctions
of the PREM earth model, the assumed centroid moment tensor, and the epicentral
distance. The perturbations to the continuous wavenumber, 6An, account for the
corrections made to the synthetics for three dimensional Earth structure (Appendix
A). Equations (12) and (14) yield expressions for T,(w) and rn"(w):
T"(w)= [(An + 6A,)A + arctan(Bn/An) - r/4]/w, (





and (13) into (11) and making the low-frequency approx-
e,,w"(w w-r ~(w) -o+ rW"6T((W) , (4.17)
gives the following formula for 6T (w) and or,"(w):
6 T,(W) = M[(O1) + p('O) - VsT, +w U'I V srg
+ (p') : (VsVsT, - WVsTVsTg - wV sTVsT,)], (4.18)
6 r,"(W) = [jp'1) -VSrg" + p±' +wp?' .VSr,
+ (VsVsg" + WVsVsT," - wVsTrgVsg")]. (4-19)
Expressions for the terms involving rT" and r," are calculated from (15) and (16). The
partial derivatives of 6T, and or," with respect to the 14 independent elements of
Ap(0,1) 1(1,0) 1P(0, 2 ) ,(1,1), and p'(2 ,0) can be simply read off from equations (18) and
(19). We have also calculated the partial derivatives of the GSDF measurements with
respect to changes in the moment tensor elements, Mij, using the expressions:
BTr,(w ) _ r(w ) aA n r, (w ) OB " (4.20)
19Mig 9An 19Mij aBn aMij
oTr,(w) _ oTr,(w) OAn OTr(w) OB
+ (4.21)
19Mig 9An aMij aBn aMij
In practice, isolation filters for most phases involve contributions from a large
number of normal modes ranging over multiple values of the overtone number n.
Thus the measured values of oT and 6 Tq will be a weighted sum over the or," and
6T" for the individual branches that contribute to the isolation filter. The partial
derivative of a GSDF measurement can also be calculated by a weighted sum of the
partial derivatives of the individual branches [Gee and Jordan, 1992, equations 94-95].
Figure 4-1 shows examples of the isolation filters for the P wave and the Rayleigh
wave from a shallow source along with the normal-mode weights used to calculate the
filters. Only the fundamental mode branch is needed to match the Rayleigh wave,
while contributions from several branches are needed to match the P wave. While all
of the GSDF measurements in this paper were made on vertical component records
of either fundamental mode Rayleigh waves or P-waves, the technique is completely
generalizable to an arbitrary waveform. Thus, intermediate and deep earthquakes
can be studied by the inclusion of higher-mode surface waves. Additionally, 2nd-orbit
surface waves can be used to increase azimuthal coverage of the source (Appendix A).
In the future, we will incorporate Love and other SH waves to improve our resolution
of the higher moments.
4.3.1 Examples of Partial Derivatives
Several intuitive properties can be seen in the partial derivatives (Figure 4-2) for
the Rayleigh-wave isolation filter shown in Figure 4-1. The effect of a shift in cen-
troid time, P,(o,1), on the frequency-dependent arrival times 6 T(w) is independent of
azimuth, and this type of shift has no effect on the frequency-dependent amplitude
parameter 6 Tq(w). 6TD/,/pf' 0 ) shows a cosine dependence on azimuth with a maxi-
mum at 2700. This pattern corresponds to late arrivals at stations to the west and
early arrivals at stations to the east owing to an eastwardly shift in the centroid lo-
cation. A similar pattern, shifted by 90', is found for a6T/apU'0). These travel time
shifts due to a mislocated rs are independent of frequency. From the Taylor-series
approximation (10), we see that the centroid depth, P ', is the only component of
the 1st-degree moment that perturbs the amplitude reduction time, Tq. In contrast,
the degree-2 moments primarily perturb the 6 Tq measurements, having almost no
influence on 3 T. B6TqO/BAD'4) approximates a cosine in azimuth and increases in am-
plitude with frequency. This behavior is just the directivity pattern of Ben-Menahem
(1961), which has been used in many studies to infer directivity from surface waves.
The ## component of jf(2') is non-zero for sources with finite extent in the east-west
direction. BoTq/O42,o) has positive values (i.e., decreased data amplitudes) at stations
to both the east and west due to destructive interference (Figure 4-3). &Tq/9a( 0 ,2 )
is independent of azimuth, but increases in amplitude with frequency, corresponding
to the spectral roll-off expected for a source of finite duration.
Figure 4-3 shows the GSDF measurements that result from two simple models of
an extended earthquake source, unilateral and bilateral rupture. In these calculations,
the centroid and moment tensor are known exactly, and f(r, t) is symmetric about the
centroid, so the dominant contribution comes from the 2nd moments. In both cases,
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Figure 4-2: Examples of the partial derivatives of the GSDF measurements for the
fundamental mode Rayleigh wave. The partials are for 6T(w) (A,C,E,G) and 6 Tq(w)
(B,D,F,H) at frequencies of 3.5 mHz (A,B,E,F) and 5.0 mHz (C,D,G,H) mHz. A-D)
Partials with respect to the 1st moments, centroid time (black), longitude (green), co-
latitude (red), and depth(blue). Y-axis tick marks are every .0026 s/(1020Nm - s),
.001 s/(1020 Nm - km) , .0008 s/(102 0Nm - km), and .0008 s/(1020Nm - km), for
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Figure 4-2: E-H) partials with respect to the 2nd moments Akj0 l (red),A(2,) (green)
A(0,2) (black), A("') (blue). Y-axis tick marks are every .000053 s/(102 0Nm - s 2 )
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Figure 4-3: A. GSDF measurements of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave from
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Figure 4-3: B. GSDF measurements of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave from
'synthetic data' constructed for a bilateral rupture model.
almost no deviation from the point-source synthetic is measured at low-frequencies,
but a characteristic pattern emerges in the 6 Tq measurements as frequency increases.
For unilateral rupture (Figure 4-3A), the effects of At'l and -(2A') approximately
cancel in the direction of rupture propagation, while they add constructively in the
opposite direction. Thus a 'half-cosine' pattern emerges in the 6 rq(w) measurements,
with the smallest data amplitudes occurring 1800 away from the direction of rupture
propagation. We observe this azimuthal pattern which is diagnostic of a predomi-
nately unilateral rupture for both the 1995 Jalisco and Gulf of Aqaba earthquakes,
which are discussed in the results section. In the bilateral case (Figure 4-3B), fA(1,')
is zero, so the A'(2,) term dominates, producing small amplitudes in both directions
along the strike of the fault. For both of these examples, the finite duration of the
source shifts the 6 Tq measurements to positive values with increasing frequency, owing
to spectral roll-off.
Directivity effects are often assumed to average to zero in source-time-function
and source-spectrum estimation techniques if sufficent azimuthal coverage is available.
The amplitude pertubations owing to finite-source effects shown in Figure 4-3 have
only positive values of 6 Tq indicating a reduction in the data amplitude relative to the
point-source synthetic. While the pertubations due to the propagation of the centroid,
r96Tq/&t(1',) (Figures 4-2F and 4-2G), average to zero as a function of azimuth, the
pertubations owing to # (2'0) do not (Figure 4-2F and 2G). The amplitude increases in
the direction of rupture propagation resulting from # (A,') are canceled in the unilateral
case by the decreases resulting from A (2 ,') (Figure 4-3A). In the perfectly bilateral case
(Figure 4-3B), A'(1,1 0 so only the amplitude reductions resulting from -' (2 ,) occur.
Thus techniques that assume amplitude effects resulting from directivity average to
zero will underestimate the earthquake's seismic moment.
4.4 Inversion Method
4.4.1 Optimization Technique
We can formulate a linear inverse problem to minimize Am - b for a vector m,
which contains the 14 independent elements of p(0,1) P(1,0) 1P(o,2), ,I(1,1), and p(2,o)
as well as the 6 independent elements of M. The data vector, b, contains the GSDF
measurements and A contains the partial derivatives calculated using equations 17-20.
For sources that obey the assumption in (3), the moments of f(r, t) are uniquely de-
termined by the displacement field (Bukchin, 1995), making the linear inverse problem
theoretically solvable. In practice, however, owing to errors in the assumed moment-
tensor, the effects of umodelled lateral heterogeneity, and the small relative size of
the minimum eigenvalue of pi(2,o), a linear least-squares inversion does not result in
a robust solution. Das and Kostrov (1997) incorporated linear inequality constraints
among the moments to stabilize their inversion; however, their constraints, which are
based on the Hausdorff inequalities, required a priori information about the maxi-
mum size of the source region. The power of these constraints depended strongly on
the a priori limits on the source region size Das and Kostrov (1997). To avoid set-
ting a priori limits on the extent of the source region, we stabilized our inversion by
incorporating the physical constraint that the 4 dimensional source region have non-
negative volume. This constraint, which is an inherent property of all earthquakes,
is equivalent to requiring the 4 x 4 matrix,
(2,o) g(1,1)[f(1 ) f (4.22)
(11) g(o,2)
to be positive semi-definite. This constraint is non-linear in the elements of m and
encompasses the constraints placed on the 2nd degree moments of f(r, t) by other
authors through the use of Bessel inequalities [Bukchin, 1995; see also Appendix B].
Methods for solving linear problems subject to matrix inequality constraints such as
(21) have recently been developed in the optimization literature. We use the semidef-
inite programming approach of Vandenberghe and Boyd (1996). To put our problem
into this form, it is necessary to restate the non-linear (least-squares) objective func-
tion as a linear objective function subject to a non-linear (quadratic) constraint. We








where IN is the identity matrix with dimension equal to the number of GSDF mea-
surements, N, and > 0 indicates the matrix is positive semidefinite. The equivalence
between the linear least-squares problem and (22) can be seen by calculating the
eigenvalues of the N + 1 by N + 1 matrix in (22), which are non-negative when the
matrix is positive semi-definite. This restatement of the problem is known as using
Schur complements to represent a nonlinear constraint as linear matrix inequality
(Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996). The semi-definite programming algorithm also al-
lows us to incorporate a variety of linear inequality constraints, such as requiring
the source to lie on one of the fault planes of the moment-tensor or constraining
the source to occur below the free surface, when appropriate for a particular event.
The physical constraint (22) greatly reduces the non-uniqueness in the minimization
problem without requiring any a priori information about the extent of the source.
Any difference between the assumed point source location (rs, ts) and the true
centroid location(ro, to) will result in a slight difference between the estimated value
of the 2nd moments and the values of the 2nd central moments (see equation 4.8).
fifil d'l ,
Correcting the estimates of the 2nd moments for a change in centroid location can
violate the positive definite constraint (22). Thus we prefer to iterate the inversion
(by updating the CMT parameters) until the correction term is negligible. Usually
only one additional iteration is necessary for the elements of m corresponding to the
changes in the CMT parameters to be negligible.
4.4.2 Error Analysis
We have also incorporated the non-negative volume constraint (22) into our estimates
of the errors in our solution. This is important because the optimal solution to a
semi-definite programming problem will often lie on the boundary of the feasible
region defined by the matrix inequality constraints (Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996).
Standard linear estimates do not account for the existence of an infeasible zone, but
one method that can is the grouped jacknife (Tukey, 1984). The jacknife technique
relies on the assumption that different elements of a dataset are independent. In our
datasets of GSDF measurements, errors in the measurements at a given station are
likely to be correlated from one frequency to the next. For instance, all the arrivals
at one station may be early owing to fast velocity anomalies along the path. Thus,
to provide a more conservative (larger) estimate of the variance of our model, we
created M subsets of data by deleting all the measurements in each of M aziumthal
bins (usually 12 bands of 30') to create the ith subset. The jackknife method then
gives an estimate of the covariance matrix, Cmm, of our model parameters:
M
- 1 E(^n - ^ 2 (4.24)C M -1 Z mi mi(.)),
where ihi is the estimate produced by the semi-definite program technique using the
ith subset of the data, and M-(-) is the average of the M values of ihi. The diagonal
elements of Cmm give the variances of the individual model parameters.
The jacknife estimate of Cmm can also be used to determine the variances of
derived quantities such as the characteristic rupture dimension, xc, in a direction fn.
The equation for our estimate of xe, eq. (8), can be rewritten in vector form as:
xc = 2_/_z -1^nh (4.25)
where z is a function of n, and i^n contains the elements of our estimate of j-(O.
Using standard error propagation equations [Bevington and Robinson, 1992, p. 41],
we can also estimate the variance in our estimate of lc:
o = Z zizCi/(z - 1^) . (4.26)
4.5 Results
4.5.1 1995 Kobe Earthquake
The 1995, M. 6.9, Kobe earthquake was recorded exteremely well by the Japanese
strong motion network, allowing for a good comparison of our teleseismic results with
more accurate estimates determined from the local data. In particular, we use it to
check for biases in the 0th and 1st degree moments of f(r, t). For this event we initially
calculated synthetics using the Harvard CMT (Dziewonski et al., 1996) (20:46:59.4,
34.780N, 134.990E, 20 km depth). We then made measurements, shown in Figure 4-4,
of the fundamental mode 1st-orbit Rayleigh wave at 46 global stations for which our
synthetics closely resembled the observed seismograms. The Sr(w) measurements
showed a pattern of late arrivals at stations to the south and early arrivals at stations
to the north, while the 6Tq measurements were essentially a flat function of azimuth
indicating the data amplitudes were slightly larger than the synthetics. The lack of a
clear directivity signal in the amplitude measurements is because the measurements
were made at wavelengths for which an event of this size is well represented by a
point-source.
Owing to the lack of a clear directivity signal in the amplitude measurements, we
only inverted for changes to the first moments and moment tensor. The results of
the inversion are given in Table 1 and Figure 4-5, and the fit to the data is displayed
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Figure 4-4: GSDF measurements (open squares) for the Harvard CMT as a function
of station azimuth for the fundamental-mode, first-orbit, Rayleigh wave, for the 1995
Kobe event at global stations. Black circles denote the fit to the measurements from
our inversion procedure. A value of zero indicates that no pertubation of the data
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Figure 4-5: Map of the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Small black dots denote the location of
aftershocks from 1/25/95 to 2/09/95 as determined by the Japanese University Group
for Urgent Joint Observation of the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu Earthquake. Centroid
locations determined by the Harvard CMT, Ide et al, and this study are shown as the
square, circle, and triangle respectively.
in Figure 4-4. The centroid location moved 24 km to the south, which fits the 6 T
pattern, and 5 km shallower. The changes in the moment-tensor slightly increased in
the seismic moment while retaining approximately the same focal-mechanism. How-
ever, the changes to the M and Mrp components are not well constrained. The
new centroid location is about 10 km from the value determined by Ide and Takeo
(1997) (34.61 0 N, 135.075 0E, 9.2 km) using local data and provides a better estimate
than the starting Harvard CMT values (Figure 4-5). We have calculated synthetic
seismograms for the revised CMT and remeasured the data (Figure 4-6). The results
show essentially flat functions of azimuth at a value of zero for both 6 7r and 6 Tq.
Inversion of these remeasured data produces extremely small (<~ 1 km) shifts in the
centroid location and correspondingly small shifts in the moment tensor, which are
below our resolution limit. The residual scatter in Figure 4-6, which has an average
r.m.s. amplitude of 4-7 seconds depending on frequency band, is indicative of the
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Figure 4-6: GSDF measurements (open squares) for the Kobe event using the revised
centroid given in Table 1, and the fit to them (black circles) after inversion. A value of
zero indicates that no pertubation of the data relative to the synthetic was observed.
amount of error in our measurements due to unmodelled propagation effects.
4.5.2 1995 Jalisco Earthquake
The 1995, M, 8.0 Jalisco, Mexico, earthquake occurred on a shallow thrust plane
from the subduction of the Rivera Plate under the North American plate (Figure 4-
7). A good test of our method comes from comparing our estimate of ^ (2 ,') with the
slip distribution determined from a local GPS study by Melbourne et al. (1997). We
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Figure 4-7: Map of the region around the 1995 Jalisco Mexico earthquake. The focal
mechanism shown is for the Harvard CMT.
new centroid location (15:36:28.80, 19.430 N, 104.92' W, 8.0 km) corrected the early
R1 arrivals at stations to the southeast found for the Harvard CMT (Dziewonski
et al., 1997). For most shallow sources, the MO and M components were not
well constrained, so we settled on a moment-tensor (Mrr = 4.6, Moo = -3.2, M00 =
-1.3, Mro = 5.0, Mr = -3.0, Mo = 1.9, *1020 Nm) through a process of forward
modelling. Measurements for synthetics calculated from this CMT are shown in
Figure 4-8. The primary signals visible in the data are low R1 amplitudes at stations
to the SE. The magnitude of these signals increases with frequency as expected for
a finite source. The baseline level of the amplitude reduction times, 6 Tq, also shifts
upward from about 8 s at 5 mHz to about 12 s at 10 mHz. This overall decrease
in amplitude with frequency is indicative of the spectral roll-off caused by the finite
duration of the source time function. We inverted the data in Figure 4-8 under
the non-negative volume constraint (22) and under constraint that the characteristic
length in the radial direction, xc(r), be < 10 km. This added constraint ensured that
the source volume did not extend above the free surface.
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Figure 4-8: GSDF measurements (open squares) for the Jalisco event using the revised
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Our inversion (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) yielded a characteristic duration T of
29+5 seconds, a centroid velocity vo of 3.7t.5 km/s in at an azimuth of 3070, a
characteristic rupture length Le of 121+32 km along the strike of the subduction
zone, a characterisitic width we of 76±36 km downdip, and a characteristic rupture
velocity ve of 4.1±.4 km/s. The three eigenvalues of #(2 ,') specify the semi-axes
lengths of an ellipsoid whose axes are oriented in the direction of the associated
eigenvectors. This characteristic source volume shown for the Jalisco event in Figure
4-9, is an estimate of the region that contributed significantly to the moment-release.
The source ellipsoid is nearly planar with its longest dimension oriented NW-SE along
the strike of the subduction zone. The ellipsoid dips slightly to the NE as expected
for a shallow thrust plane. Figure 4-10 compares our estimate of the characteristic
source dimensions (blue ellipse) to the GPS slip inversion of Melbourne et al. (1997).
Our centroid location agrees well with the value calculated from the slip distribution
and the Harvard CMT. The NEIC epicenter is displaced about 80-100 km to the SE.
The position of the centroid relative to the epicenter agrees with the direction of the
characteristic velocity. We calculated the characteristic dimensions for Melbourne
et al.'s distribution (red ellipse in Figure 4-10), which was confined to a single plane
(strike 3020, dip=160). Its larger dimension is along strike, Le =91 km, and its smaller
dimension is oriented downdip, wc = 50 km. Thus, our estimate of -(2 ,') is consistent
with the local inversion.
1995 Jalisco Event Characteristic Source Volume
Cross Section















Figure 4-9: Plots of the characteristic source volume of the Jalisco event defined by
p(2,). Shading indicates deeper depths. A) Cross-sectional view. Planes show the








Kobe 20:47:00.0±1.2 34.59t.06'N 134.97i08'E 15.2±5.2
Jalisco 15:36:30.5+.4 19.48±.03'N 105.02i.03'W 14.4±2.6
Aqaba 04:15:27.2±.1 29.03±.02'N 34.60±.01'W 16.4±1.0
Antarctica 03:13:01.6±.7 -62.74±.03'N 148.01±.06'E 11.3±2.4
Depths are in km, errors are ±2 standard deviations.
To resolve the fault-plane ambiquity for the Jalisco focal mechanism (Figure 4-7)
we calculated the characteristic rupture length in the direction normal to each of
the candidate fault planes. For the shallowly dipping plane (strike=302', dip=19'),
xc(nt) = 21 ± 6 km and for the steeply dipping plane x(ii) = 76 ± 32 km. The
shallowly dipping plane has a much smaller value of xc(n), and we therefore infer
that it is the true rupture plane. This agrees with Melbourne et al's study using local
data. The small value of xc(ii) is due to the dip of the characteristic source-volume
to the northeast. This dip is a robust feature of the inversion. Figure 4-11 shows
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Figure 4-10: Contours of slip (m) for the Jalisco event taken from Melbourne et al.
[1997]. Centroid locations are shown for the Harvard CMT (small circle), Melbourne
et al (black square), and this study (black triangle). Characteristic source ellipses
are shown for this study (blue) and for the Melbourne et al slip distribution (red).
The large circle is the PDE epicenter and the arrow represents the direction of the
characteristic velocity.
Table 4.2: 2nd moments inversion results
earthquake A(o,2) (1,)
r 0 #
Jalisco 214±217 0+89 -474±195 -621+149
Aqaba 21±17 6±6 -133±27 -15±25
Antarctica 570±173 -150±256 -278±668 -2048±628
All values have been normalized by the moment of the event, the units of (o,2) are
s2, A(',') are km s. r is the radial direction, 0 is co-latitude, and # is longitude. Errors
are ±1 standard deviation.
Table 4.3: 2nd moments inversion results
(2,O)
rr rO r$ 00 0$ $$
Jalisco 24+9 56±158 -138±233 2483±1390 1116±1101 2625+1300
Aqaba 23±32 29±41 -40+65 1040+458 -11+332 74+219
Antarctica 49±10 42+520 568±654 1624±2178 184±230 7834±4176




























































Figure 4-11: Histograms of the values of the Jalisco event's 1st and 2nd moments
determined from the Jacknife error test. 68 inversions were run, with each inversion
corresponding to a subset of data where all the measurements for one of the 68 stations
had been deleted.
done for the jacknife calculation (corresponding to deleting each of the 12 30' azimuth
bins from the full dataset). In general, the distributions are peaked near the value for
the full dataset with a relatively small range of values. The positive values of (2,0)
(most trials) and the negative values of p 2,0) (11 of 12 trials) both correspond to a
source volume that dips to the NE. The characteristic volume has a dip of about 70 to
the NE, while the moment-tensor (190) and the fault plane determined from the local
network (17') have slightly steeper values. Thus, even for this shallow-thrust event,
it is possible to recover the approximate dip direction from the second moments.
4.5.3 1995 Gulf of Aqaba Earthquake
The 1995, M7.2, Gulf of Aqaba Earthquake ruptured the southern extension of the
Dead Sea Transform (Figure 4-12A). First-orbit Rayleigh waves at low frequencies
(< 10 mHz), measured using synthetics computed for the Harvard CMT, showed
no systematic signal in either 6 r, or 6 rq. However, higher frequency measurements
of teleseismic P waves did display systematically small amplitudes at stations to
the south of the event (Figure 4-13). We inverted measurements of 6 T and 6 Tq
for the P waves at 25, 30, 35, and 40 mHz for the 1st and 2nd moments and the
moment tensor elements. The characteristic dimension in the radial direction was
constrained to be less than the CMT centroid depth of 18km. The results of our
inversion (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) correspond to a characteristic duration, T, of 9+1
s, a centroid velocity, vo, of 6.4±1.7 km/s in the direction N06'W, a characteristic
rupture length, Lc, of 65t14 km in the direction N02'E. The changes in the moment
tensor elements have about the same effect on the synthetic seismograms as keeping
the same focal mechanism but increasing the total moment of the event from .72
x10 20 to 1.2 x10 20 Nm. (This increase in total moment may result from our use of the
PREM crustal structure rather than some more appropriate local velocity model.)
The large magnitude of vo is most likely due to the low value of the 2nd temporal
moment.
The characteristic rupture volume corresponding to our values of P (2,) is shown
in map view in Figure 4-12B. One fault-plane of the moment-tensor strikes NNE-
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Figure 4-12: (Top) Map of the Eastern Mediterannien region showing the location
and mechanism of the 1995 Aqaba earthquake. (Bottom) Map view of the source
region of the Aqaba earthquake. The triangle shows the centroid location given in
Table 1. The arrow represents the characteristic velocity vector, scaled to a length
equal to the product of Tc and v. The red ellipse is the map view projection of the
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Figure 4-13: GSDF measurements (open squares) of the P-wave at global stations for
the Aqaba event. Black circles show the fit to the measurements after inversion.
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SSW while the other strikes WNW-ESE. The NNE striking plane has a value of
xc(i) = 26 t 15 km while the ESE striking plane has a value of xc(i) = 59 + 16 km.
Thus, we prefer the NNE striking plane as the true rupture plane. This fault-plane is
consistent with the orientation of the Dead-Sea Transform in this region. The small
difference in the azimuth of the characteristic rupture length, 0020, from the strike
of the fault-plane of the moment-tensor, 0190, may be related to this event rupturing
more than one fault. Pinar and Turkelli (1990) and Klinger et al. (1999) showed that
this event's rupture jumped north across a series of faults in the Dead Sea Transform
system. This jump would cause a difference between the azimuth of the fault-plane
in the focal mechanism and the azimuth of the characteristic rupture volume of the
sense we determine, but the difference may also be a result of the limited station
coverage in southern azimuths.
4.5.4 1998 Antarctic Earthquake
The March 25, 1998, M, 8.2, Antarctic event involved faulting over a large region,
but the lack of nearby seismic stations makes it difficult to determine the details of
this event's space time rupture history. We measured r and for fundamental
mode 1st orbit Rayleigh waves (Figure 4-14) from vertical component recordings at
the set of global stations shown in Figure 4-15. The measurements show a strong
signal of low Rayleigh wave amplitudes (positive values of 6Trg) at stations to the
east, suggesting that even at these low frequencies a point source representation does
not adequately model this event.
Inversion of the GSDF data shown in Figure 4-14 resulted in the centroid and
second moment estimates shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. The values in Table 4.2
correspond to a Tc of 48±2 s and a vo of 3.6±.1 km/s nearly due west. This value of
Tc agrees well with a value of 48 t 10 s determined from fitting a synchronous source
model to the total-moment spectrum of this event determined with the technique of
Silver and Jordan (1983) (Figure 4-16). The source ellipsoid (Figure 4-15), derived
from jt(2,o), has a Lc of approximately 178±46 km in the east-west direction, and a
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Figure 4-14: GSDF measurements (open squares) for the Antarctic earthquake of the
fundamental mode Rayleigh wave at 3 and 5 mHz for the stations shown in Figure
4-15A. Azimuth values are in degrees from North. Solid circles denote the fit to these
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Figure 4-15: (Top) Lambert projections centered on the Harvard centroid location
showing that focal mechanism and the 52 seismic stations (triangles) used in this
study. (Bottom) Map of the Antarctic event's source region. The Harvard centroid
location (focal mechanism), the PDE epicenter (circle) and our estimate of the cen-
troid location (triangle) are shown. The ellipse is the surface projection of the source
ellipsoid defined by (2'0), and the arrow represents the direction of the instantaneous
centroid velocity given by A('1 which has been scaled to a length corresponding to
the product of this velocity and the characteristic duration.
data (Figure 4-14) is very good, with most of the residual scatter probably resulting
from the effects of unmodeled lateral heterogeneity. The slight shift in centroid is
the dominant effect in fitting the 6T measurements, while the combination of the
westward directivity, At'l, and the large east-west extent of the source volume,










Figure 4-16: Amplitude spectra of the source time function. Points with 1-o- error
bars are network averages of free oscillation data. Solid line corresponds to fitting
the function MT(w) = Mr(1 + -')1 to the spectra. The best fitting values for the
characteristic duration, T, and total moment, Mr, are 48 i 10 s and 2.8 ±.3 x102 1
N-in
The most robustly determined properties of the Antarctic event are the strong
westward propagation of the instantaneous centroid and the large east-west extent of
the rupture. The similarity in magnitude of vo, 3.6±.1 km/s, and vc, 3.7±.1 km/s, is
consistent with a nearly unilateral westward rupture but may allow for small amounts
of slip to the east of the epicenter. The orientation of the source ellipsoid and the
azimuth of the instantaneous centroid velocity are consistent with each other and
favor rupture on the east-west oriented fault plane of the Harvard moment tensor.
4.6 Discussion
We have developed an inversion procedure that can estimate the 1st and 2nd de-
gree moments of earthquake source distributions without any a priori constraints on
the orientation or extent of the source. The 2nd moments are a desirable quantity
to determine because they are independent of the types of parameterizations and
smoothing operations typically employed in teleseismic finite-fault inversions, and
they can be used as integral constraints in determining the space-time history of rup-
ture. The technique presented in this paper can be applied to any seismic phase for
which an isolation filter can be constructed. Future studies will take advantage of the
different samplings of the source provided by using measurements from a variety of
phases/components. Our estimates of the 1st and 2nd moments agree well with val-
ues derived from slip inversions using local data for both the Kobe and Jalisco events.
Additionally, the Jalisco, Aqaba, and Antarcite events demonstrate the ability of the
technique to resolve the fault-plane ambiguity.
While regions such as Mexico and Japan have extensive local networks which
allow detailed study of their earthquakes, there are many interesting events which
do not have sufficient local data-sets. For instance, the 1998, M, 8.2, Antarctic
earthquake occurred over 1000 km from the nearest seismometer. In addition to
being able to resolve the fault-plane ambiquity for this event, our estimates of the
centroid and rupture length, Lc, were used by Toda and Stein (1999) to calculate
the change in Coulomb failure stress at the locations of this events' aftershocks.
In the future, we hope to utilize 2nd moments to help constrain the details of slip
distributions from teleseismic data. The moments can be used as integral constraints
to help regularize teleseismic finite-fault inversions without requiring arbitrary choices
of damping parameters. We expect future studies of 2nd moments using the technique
developed in this paper to be useful in a wide range of earthquake source, seismo-
tectonic, and plate-motion studies.
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Chapter 5
Resolution of the Fault-Plane
Ambiquity Using 2nd degree
Moments
Abstract
The point-source representation of an earthquake is commonly used in global seis-
mology to estimate an event's size, location, and faulting type. However, for large
earthquakes, there is information on the spatial and temporal distribution of slip
during the rupture contained in the low-frequency seismic wavefield. We use the
anomalies in the wavefield caused by the finite extent of the source to determine the
2nd degree polynomial moments of the moment-release distribution. These quanti-
ties describe the extent, orientation, duration, and directivity of the rupture. The
estimates of the 2nd spatial moment were used to resolve the fault-plane ambiguity
for a catalog of large earthquakes. In all cases that could be verified with local data,
the correct rupture plane was identified. Additionally, the 2nd moments show that
all of the events studied were predominantly unilateral ruptures.
5.1 Introduction
Earthquake faults range in size from a few meters for the smallest events to 10s
of kilometers for moderate (M 6-7) events to hundreds of kilometers for the largest
(M>8) events. Owing to the low density of seismometers on a global scale, it is
common to study earthquakes using data recorded thousands of km away from the
faulting region. At these distances, the seismic wavefield has its highest signal to noise
ratios at periods between about 10 and 500 s. This frequency range corresponds
to wavelengths (50-5000 km) that are much longer than the source dimensions of
moderate to large events. This has led to the wide-spread use in global seismology of
a point-source approximation for an earthquake. Most commonly, an earthquake with
some finite extent in space and time that is specified by the stress-glut rate tensor
L(r, t) (Backus and Mulcahy, 1976a,b) is approximated by a point source specified
by a moment tensor, M, a centroid location, ro, centroid time, to:
F (r, t) ~ M6(r - ro)6(t - to). (5.1)
Assuming a constant moment-tensor during the rupture, t(r, t) = M f(r, t), allows
for the definition of the centroid location and centroid time in terms of the 1st degree
polynomial moments of the scalar space-time function f(r, t).
ro = pN('0)/Mo, pm = f f(r, t) r dV dt (5.2)
to = p(0'1) /Mo, P (0'1) = f(r,t) t dV dt . (5.3)
where Mo (the seismic moment), p(1'o), and p(o ) are the Oth, 1st spatial, and 1st
temporal moments of f(r, t), and the integrals are taken over the entire source volume
and source duration.
In this point-source representation, all of the information about the orientation
of the fault is contained in M. Considering the double-couple portion of M results
in the well-known fault-plane ambiguity, where slip on either of the two orthogo-
nal nodal-planes specified by M produce identical seismic-wavefields. While M and
its corresponding best double-couple focal-mechanism are routinely determined from
global recordings of the teleseismic wavefield radiated by earthquakes, resolving the
fault-plane ambiguity has generally required additional information such as after-
shock locations or near-field seismic and geodetic data. A variety of techniques for
determining representations of 1(r, t) that contain more detail than the point-source
representation have been developed (for a review see Beroza (1995)). Many of the
existing techniques can determine the temporal history of moment release, f(t) (the
source-time-function), in some frequency band (see Tanioka and Ruff (1997) or Ihmle
and Jordan (1995)). However, the spatial distribution of moment-release is difficult
to obtain for all but the largest earthquakes. The most commonly used technique, de-
veloped by Kikuchi and Kanamori (1991), represents the source as a few point source
subevents and determines the best location for each point-source. This technique has
been widely used to determine an overall sense of the direction of rupture propagation.
However, because teleseismic body-waves cannot necessarily differentiate between a
widely distributed rupture and one composed of compact subevents (Ihml6, 1998),
the projection of t(r, t) onto a basis set comprised of a few point-sources is difficult
to interpret physically. In particular, quantities like rupture length, rupture velocity,
and stress drop are difficult to determine from this representation. Additionally, when
the rupture propagates along the intermediate axis of the event's focal mechanism,
there is no way to resolve the fault-plane ambiguity from this representation. In this
Chapter, we present an earthquake catalog that includes well defined physical quan-
tities which describe the spatial and temporal extent of a rupture and can be used to
systematically resolve the fault-plane ambiguity.
5.1.1 Second degree moments
The zeroth and first degree moments that make up a point-source representation are
just the corresponding coefficients in a Taylor series expansion relating the seismogram
resulting from a point source, 9(rR, rs, ts, w), to the seismogram resulting from a
source with finite extent in space and time, s(rR, L(r, t), w)
s(rR, I(r, t), w) = [Mo + i p(0,0 + 1,) - Vs - P(0,2Al[M _O2)
1
+ iop 'j - Vs + p 2'0 ) : VsVs + ...]s(rR, rs, ts, w). (5.4)2
Here the point-source location, rs, and time, ts correspond to the origin of the co-
ordinate system in (5.2) and (5.3). The 2nd degree moments, ft(2,o), f(O, 2), and AU'l,
describe the spatial extent, duration, and average propagation of the rupture.
prr trO Mr1
A(2,o) =ir fiOO fiOgP=Kir: /9- fto) d
fi(O,2) = f (r, t) (t _ to) 2 dV dt,
f j(r, t) (r - ro)(r - ro) T dV dt , (5.5)
'= J (r,t) (r - ro) (t - to) dV dt .
(5.6)
where the P notation indicates central moments.
Following Backus (1977a) and Silver and Jordan (1983), we can define the char-
acteristic dimension, xc(n), of the source region in a direction n, the characteristic
duration T, the characteristic length Lc, the characteristic (or apparent rupture)
velocity ve, and the average velocity of the instantaneous spatial centroid, vo:
xc(fi) = 2 nT [(2,o)/M] n , r- 2 AF( 0,2 )/Mo,
= Lc/Tc, vo ' /(o, 2 . (5.7)
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xc(n) has its maximum value, Lc, when n corresponds to the eigenvector associated
with the largest eigenvalue of A(2 '0 ). The characteristic width, We corresponds to
the value of xc along the direction of the eigenvector associated with the 2nd largest
eigenvalue of A 'O). Owing to the weighted average nature of the 2nd moments, the
characteristic dimensions of a rupture are always smaller than its total dimensions.
However, they provide an estimate of the region that contributed significantly to the
moment-release.
5.2 Resolving the fault-plane ambiguity using Sec-
ond moments
For a perfectly planar fault, the smallest eigenvalue of A-2 ,) is identically zero because
the rupture zone has no extent in the direction normal to the fault plane. Addition-
ally for a perfectly planar fault, the vector that specifies the average direction of
rupture propagation, #t(l'), will lie within the fault-plane. These two geometrical
properties allow for the resolution of the fault-plane ambiguity given estimates of
A'2) and A(1'). While knowledge of AP',) will resolve the fault-plane ambiguity for
any source distribution that has finite extent in two perpendicular directions (i.e. not
a line or point source), knowledge of 0,') does not ensure this ability for a gen-
eral planar source. For instance, the instantaneous centroid of a perfectly symetrical
bi-lateral rupture has a constant position as a function of time during rupture (the
epicenter/centroid). Hence, ^(1'1) is identically the zero vector in this case and con-
tains no information about the orientation of the rupture. A more common geometry
for which AU'l fails to discriminate between the two nodal planes is a rupture that
propagates along the intermediate (N) axis of the event's focal mechanism. This most
commonly occurs for large subduction zone thrust events where the rupture primarily
propagates along the strike of the plate interface due to the limited down-dip extent
of the seismogenic zone. In this case, the vector -(A,') is coincident with the N-axis of
the focal mechanism and therefore lies within both candidate fault planes of the focal
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mechanism. Thus, to develop a method for resolving the fault-plane ambiguity for a
general planar source, we will use only the tensor quanitity A (2 ,'), but we will check
our rupture plane identifications for consistency with A(1'1) for appropriate events.
Given estimates of M and -(2 '0) the natural test for resolving the fault-plane
ambiguity is to calculate the characteristic rupture extent, xc(n), in the direction
normal to each of the candidate fault planes of M and choose the fault-plane with
the smaller value of xc(n) as the true rupture plane. If an earthquake's fault were
perfectly planar and our estimate of A(2 '0) had no error, the true rupture plane would
have xc(fn)=0. In practice, neither of these conditions is true and xc(n) has some
finite positive value for both candidate fault-planes, thus it is necessary to simply
choose the value closer to zero as diagnostic of the rupture plane.
5.3 Method
Our method for estimating M, M(1'0), p(o', 'f"(2 ), 0(,2), and f1(1') is described in
detail in Chapter 4. Here we briefly summarize the method and discuss the data
sets and constraints specific to this study. To isolate the effects of an earthquake's
finite extent in space and time, we compare synthetic seismograms calculated for a
point-source (usually the Harvard CMT solution) with data seismograms from a large
earthquake. The synthetic seismograms are calculated by normal-mode summation
for the PREM earth model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), corrected for three
dimensional elastic structure using the degree-12 aspherical model of Su et al. (1994)
and the asymptotic approximations of Woodhouse and Dziewonski (1984). We also
corrected fundamental modes above 7 mHz for smaller scale heterogeneity using the
degree-40 phase-velocity maps of Ekstr6m et al. (1997). The small differences be-
tween the data and synthetic seismograms resulting from the extent of the source
are quantified in terms of differences in phase-delay or,(w) and amplitude reduction
time 6Tq(w) using the Generalized Seismological Data Functional technique of Gee
and Jordan (1992). The differential phase delays, 6T(w), primarily result from the
small difference between the point source used to calculate the synthetic seismograms
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and the true centroid location and moment-tensor. The differential amplitude mea-
surements, rq (w), primarily result from the finite spatial and temporal extent of the
source that is unaccounted for in the point-source synthetics (Chapter 4).
The GSDF measurements, 6Tr(w) and 6 Tq(w), were inverted for the moment-
tensor, and the 1st and 2nd moments using an optimization technique called semidefi-
nite programming (Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996) that allows for the enforcement of
various types of linear and non-linear constraints on the moments. The most impor-
tant constraint we enforce is that the source region have non-negative volume, which
is equivalent to requiring the following 4x4 matrix to be non-negative definite,
(2,o) (1,1)T1
and > 0. (5.8)
(1,1 A(0,2) -
This constraint ensures that all the eigenvalues of #(2 ,o), and hence the characteristic
source extent in any direction, will be non-negative. To ensure that the source volume
did not extend above the free-surface, we constrained the characteristic rupture di-
mension in the radial direction to be less than the centroid depth. The moment-tensor
perturbations were constrained to have no isotropic component.
5.4 Results
We determined estimates (Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) of the Oth, 1st, and 2nd degree
moments of 14 large shallow earthquakes using the technique described above and
in Chapter 4. The event set consisted of 6 subduction related thrust events (Hon-
shu, Chile, Jalisco, Alaska, Ecuador, and Taiwan), 2 oceanic transform fault events
(Romanche and Rivera), and 6 intraplate or continental transform fault earthquakes
(Burma, Aqaba, Tibet, Antarctica, Hector Mine, and Izmit). The earthquakes range
in seismic moment from 2x10 19 Nm (M, 6.8) to 2.7x10 21 Nm (M, 8.2). For the
largest events, Antarctica and Chile, the 6 Tq measurements made on fundamental-
mode Rayleigh waves showed anomalies resulting from directivity at frequencies as
low as 3 mHz, while the smaller events required measurements on P-waves at fre-
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values are in units of x 1020 Nm
* indicates events for which the moment tensor was not a free parameter
** indicates events for which the Mr and M,0 components were not well resolved.
quencies as high as 45 mHz to resolve the 2nd moments. The fits to the GSDF
measurements for each event are shown in Appendix C. For most events it was neces-
sary to include both P-wave and fundamental mode Rayleigh wave data to stabilize
the moment-tensor inversion, and for a few events the moment-tensor was not a free
parameter in the inversion (Table 5.1).
5.4.1 Rupture plane identification
For each event, we determined the fault planes associated with the best double couple
portion of the moment tensor (Table 5.4) and the characteristic rupture dimension
in the direction normal to each candidate fault-plane, xc(n), using (5.7) and the
estimates of A(2 ,0) in Table 5.3. For 11 of the 14 events xc(n) was more than a
factor of two larger for one fault plane than the other, clearly identifying the rupture
plane. For all 9 of the events that have a determination of the rupture plane using
either local seismic or geodetic data (Japan, Chile, Jalisco, Aqaba, Alaska, Tibet,
Turkey, Taiwan, and Hector Mine) the correct fault plane was chosen. Additionally
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Latitude and Longitude are in degrees, depth in km, and the errors are +2 standard
deviations. * indicates the depth was fixed in the inversion.










































































have been normalized by the moment of the event, the units of A(o,2) are
s2, A(',') are km s. r is the radial direction, 0 is co-latitude, and 4 is longitude. Errors




























































































































The units of p(2,o) are km 2 . Errors are ±1 standard deviation.
the 1998 Antarctic plate event has been studied teleseismically by various authors
(Nettles et al., 1999; Kuge et al., 1999; Henry et al., 2000), who found rupture on one
or more faults corresponding to our chosen rupture plane. Based on plate-boundary
kinematics, the fault-planes of the Romanche, Rivera, and Ecuador events also appear
to be correctly determined.
The fault planes of the strike-slip events are generally the most clearly resolved.
The eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of # (2 ,') for these events is
oriented approximately along the strike of the rupture plane and hence normal to
the auxiliary plane. The orientation of #(1'1) for these events confirmed the choice of
fault plane. It is more difficult to resolve the fault-plane ambiguity for subduction
zone thrust events for two reasons. First, for the thrust events, p(',') is generally
oriented along strike and therefore unable to differentiate between the two rupture
planes. Secondly, the strikes of the shallowly dipping rupture plane and the near-
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Figure 5-1: Map showing locations and focal mechanisms of the events in Table 5.4.
Arrows point to the fault-plane with the smaller value of x, (fi).
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Table 5.5: Rupture plane test
Rupture Plane Auxiliary Plane
earthquake xc(i ) strike dip slip xc(fi2) strike dip slip
Japan 19+11 180 10 71 102±12 20 80 93
Romanche Transform 42±35 88 64 174 56±13 181 85 26
Burma 19±31 150 90 -179 42±37 60 89 0
Chile 35+12 89 12 103 115±31 175 78 87
Jalisco, Mexico 21±6 302 19 91 76±32 121 71 89
Aqaba,.Egypt 26±15 199 66 -9 59±16 293 81 -156
Alaska 66±11 255 24 100 97±18 64 66 85
Rivera Transform 28±20 108 85 177 75±22 198 87 5
Tibet 11±5 80 62 2 32±18 349 88 152
Antarctica 83±52 281 84 17 164±42 189 73 174
Ecuador 10±19 14 18 108 60±10 175 73 84
Turkey 10±12 91 75 178 65±19 230 77 98
Taiwan 13±10 16 15 56 57±14 231 78 99
Hector Mine 22±19 334 89 175 48±25 65 85 1
Values of xc (n) are in units of km. References confirming the correct choice
of rupture plane are Sato et al. (1996)(Japan), Ruegg et al. (1996)(Chile), Mel-
bourne et al. (1997)(Mexico), Klinger et al. (1999)(Egypt), Tanioka and Gonzalez
(1998)(Alaska) Peltzer et al. (1999)(Tibet), Nettles et al. (1999) (Antarctica), and
Barka (1999)(Turkey). Errors are 1 standard deviation.
largest dimension is along strike, the largest eigenvalue of p(2 '0 ) has an eigenvector
that is consistent with both candidate fault-planes. To resolve the ambiguity for this
geometry it is necessary to resolve the 2nd largest eigenvalue and its eigenvector which
describe the downdip extent (or width) of the rupture. The IprO and Pr components
of p#(2 ,), which determine the dip of the characteristic rupture volume, are difficult
to determine for shallow thrust events for reasons similar to the well-documented
difficulty in estimating the Mro and M,4 components of the moment-tensor. For the
Jalsico and Ecuador events, the dip was determined correctly allowing for a clear
determination of the rupture plane. However, even in cases where the sign of the prO
and ro, components of t(2' 0) was incorrectly determined, such as the Alaska event,
the correct rupture plane is chosen due to the large, near-horizontal extent of the
rupture in the downdip direction.
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5.4.2 Characteristic Rupture Properties
The second moment estimates can be interpreted in terms of characteristic rupture
dimensions using equation (5.7). The characteristic rupture length, LC, the charac-
teristic rupture width, We, the characteristic rupture duration, Tc, the characteristic
rupture velocity, v, and the magnitude of the average velocity of the instantaneous
centroid, vo, for the 14 events are given in Table 5.5. Characteristic dimensions such
as the length Le are always smaller than the total dimension (length) of the rupture
because of the weighted average nature of the 2nd moments. The exact relationship
between Lc and the total rupture length, L, is different for every slip distribution.
Since the slip distribution is not known for most earthquakes, it is often interesting to
consider the equivalent dimensions of a rectangular (Haskell) rupture with spatially
uniform slip that would produce the observed 2nd moments. Following Doornbos
(1982a), the Haskell unilateral rupture model is described by the fault length (L),
width (W), rupture velocity (v), total duration (T=L/v), and duration of slip at any
one point (0). Making the (slip-pulse) approximation 02 < T 2 leads to:
1 1 1
Te = T L- L, WC W (5.9)
For a unilateral Haskell rupture, vc = vo =v, but for a symmetric bilateral rupture
vc =v and vo = 0 because the instantaneous centroid doesn't move during the rupture.
Earthquake scaling relations describe the relationships between various earthquake
properties such as size, slip, duration or length. The average slip in an earthquake is
approximately linearly related to the rupture length (Scholz et al., 1986). This scaling
is the constant stress-drop assumption (Hanks, 1977; Kanamori and Anderson, 1975).
This relationship, A-U = aL where AU is the average slip, is parameterized by the
slip to length ratio, a which is related to the average stress-drop in an earthquake.
Assuming a constant value of a, usually between 10-4 (strike-slip events) to 10-5
(thrust events) (Scholz et al., 1986), gives the following relationships between MO and
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Table 5.6: Characteristic Rupture dimensions
earthquake MO Lc We rc Vc vo
(1020 Nm) (km) (km) (s) (km/s) (km/s)
Japan 5.9 106±12 30±23 16±1 6.7±.2 6.4±.1
Romanche Transform .22 61±19 39±42 7.9±6.4 7.7±14.9 7.5±17.7
Burma .23 46±38 4±44 2±2 27±107 26±56
Chile 27.2 119±34 99±19 22±1 5.3±.1 4.4±.1
Jalisco, Mexico 7.4 121±32 76±36 29±5 4.1±.4 3.7±.5
Aqaba, Egypt 1.2 65±14 19±21 9±1 7.0±2.0 6.4±1.7
Alaska 6.1 120±20 85±29 15±2 8.0±.5 7.0±.4
Rivera Transform .34 78±20 18±60 2±2 40±61 39±62
Tibet 2.1 34±19 16±2 16±1 2.1±.6 2.1±.4
Antarctica 18.9 178±46 80±53 48±2 3.7±.1 3.6±.1
Ecuador 0.66 62±15 31±39 4±4 17±22 12±20
Turkey 2.0 66±18 8±12 6±1 11±3 9.7±2.2
Taiwan 4.2 ±15 40±45 8±1 7.1±.7 6.3±.5
Hector Mine .54 51±26 12±33 2±2 23±45 22±56
Errors are ±1 standard deviation.
the characteristic rupture dimensions for a unilateral rupture with uniform slip:
Mo = 3v 3GWcaL , (5.10)
where G is the shear modulus. Because our catalog is small and contains errors, as
well as the fact that a uniform slip distribution is likely a poor approximation for
real earthquakes, directly interpreting our results in terms of equation (5.10) would
be over interpretation. However, it is reassuring to see the expected linear increase
in log(WcL2) with log (Mo) (Figure 5.2).
While the characteristic durations increase in size with moment as expected, the
Tc values for some of the smaller events appear to be underestimated. This system-
atic underestimation of Tc for small events is obvious when examining the values of ve
and vo. Both velocities are unphysically large for the smaller events, presumably due
to the small values of p (0,2) which are incorporated in both quantities (see equation
5.7). Thus to compare vo and vc it is necessary to remove the bias introduced by the
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Figure 5-2: Plots of scaling relations for the events in Table 5.5. The line denotes a
constant stress drop model (3.6 MPa) of a rectangular fault (L-model) with parame-
ters corresponding to 15 km depth in PREM.
incorrect estimates of Tc. Thus it is natural to compare Lc (vcxTc) with the character-
istic propagation distance of the centroid, LO (voxT). For a unilateral, uniform-slip
rupture these two quantities will be equal, but for a symmetric bilateral rupture,
Lo= 0 . Comparing these two quantities for the events in Table 5.6 shows that all of
the ruptures were dominately unilateral (Figure 5-3). The events that deviate from
the LO = Le line appear to accurately indicate the presence of a small bilateral com-
ponent to the ruptures. For instance, the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake (Le = 51 km,
LO = 44 km) had a small component of rupture to the NNW despite being a primarily
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Figure 5-3: Plot of Le vs LO for the events in Table 5.6.
an interesting property to evaluate with a larger, more accurate, and more complete
catalog.
5.5 Discussion
The technique developed in Chapter 4 for determining the 2nd moments of earth-
quake ruptures was applied to a global dataset of large earthquakes ranging from
M. 6.8 to M 8.2. The estimates of p('0) were used to calculate the characteristic
rupture dimension in the direction normal to each of the two candidate fault-planes
of the event's moment-tensor. Choosing the fault-plane with the smaller value of
c)as the rupture plane correctly identified the rupture plane in all cases where
it could be verified from local data or plate-boundary geometry. To determine the
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2nd moments of the smaller events (M<7) it was necessary to include measurements
of P-wave amplitude and phase-delay anomalies. For these events the i(o2) appears
to be underestimated, possibly resulting from not sampling a high-enough frequency
band. The estimates of Le and LO indicate that all of the ruptures studied were dom-
inately unilateral. This will be an important observation to investigate with a more
complete catalog that extends to smaller magnitude events.
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Chapter 6
Complexities of Transform Fault
Plate Boundaries in the Oceans
Abstract
Deformation of oceanic plates is primarily confined to the narrow axial and transform
zones at their edges, but some oceanic transform boundaries show geologic evidence
for migration of the boundary across a wider zone. We test the extent to which
the current deformation is localized into a signal narrow fault valley for two such
boundaries, the Romanche and Discovery II transforms. Earthquake relocation re-
veals that some large earthquakes involve subevents, or even entire ruptures, that
break sub-parallel faults offset from the primary plate boundary. This observation
is confirmed through the estimation of the space-time rupture properties of the 1994
Romanche and 1997 Prince Edward Island earthquakes. Both events show strong
directivity signals that are oriented at a high angle to both the fault planes of their
moment-tensor and the strike of the respective main transform faults. These events
begin with episodes of smooth moment-release that radiate little to no high-frequency
energy. The geometry of these events is consistent with the off-fault subevents be-
ing triggered by either the dynamic or static stress changes resulting from the slow
components. Thus, these two plate boundaries show evidence for the interaction of
multiple sub-parallel faults, suggesting that deformation beyond a single transform
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valley occurs on both geologic and coseismic time-scales.
6.1 Introduction
Transform boundaries between oceanic plates are generally very sharp features where
all of the relative motion occurs across a narrow zone. This localization of deformation
contrasts with transform boundaries occurring in continental regions, such as the
western United States, where deformation can be accommodated by multiple geologic
structures distributed over a wide region. The region of oceanic crust affected by a
transform fault, the transform domain (Fox and Gallo, 1984), can be several tens of
kilometers wide and is usually centered on the transform valley. Within the transform
domain, traces of active faulting are confined to a narrow region less than a few
km wide termed the principal transform displacement zone (PTDZ) (Fox and Gallo,
1984). The remainder of the transform valley, including the walls, generally lacks
signs of recent activity (Fox and Gallo, 1984). The PTDZ is considered to be the
location of the current plate boundary within which all relative motion occurs. This
localization of plate-motion within a belt <-2 km wide appears to be enhanced for
large offset transforms due to the thick lithosphere on the older side of the boundary
(Fox and Gallo, 1984).
While present-day plate-motion is thought to be contained within the PTDZ, it is
clear that on geologic time-scales deformation occurs over the broader region of the
transform domain. This broader deformation is the result of migration of the principle
transform fault within the fault valley as a response to changes in plate motion as well
as non-transform deformation, such as the creation of transverse ridges. Occasionly
the stresses resulting from changes in plate-motion are sufficiently large to cause the
location of the boundary to jump to a new location outside the original transform
valley (Tucholke and Schouten, 1988). In such cases, the deformation appears to
occur over a wide-region on geologic time-scales despite being localized at any one
time. Even in steady-state geometries, plate motion can be partially accommodated
by distributed deformation up to 20 km beyond the edge of the fault-valley resulting
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in measurable curvature of abbysal hill structures (Fox and Gallo, 1984; Sonder and
Pockalny, 1999).
There have been suggestions of active seismicity outside the PTDZ. An ocean
bottom seismometer (OBS) study of microseismicity at the Kane transform recorded
a significant number of events located outside the main transform valley (Wilcock
et al., 1990). The subevent locations of large earthquakes determined in Chapters
2 and 3 from high-frequency travel-time picks suggest that present-day coseismic
deformation may occur across a wide region at both the Romanche and Discovery II
transforms. In this chapter we explore the possibility that present-day deformation
can be distributed over a wider region than the PTDZ through seismic rupture of
multiple sub-parallel transform faults.
6.2 Geologic Observations of the Romanche Trans-
form
The Romanche transform in the equatorial Atlantic is one of the most well doc-
umented examples of distributed deformation occurring in oceanic lithosphere on
geologic time scales. At least four sub-parallel fault-valleys spanning a region 100-
150 km wide are visible in gravity (Figure 6.1) and bathymetric (Searle et al., 1994)
maps of the western portion of the transform. The valley labeled C in Figure 6.1
has little to no sediment cover and contains the active transform fault that stretches
for about 840 km between spreading segments. Valley D contains a paleotransform
fault covered by 400-700m of sediment that can be traced from about 200 20'W to
24' 20'W (Searle et al., 1994). The eastern limit of this valley indicates that it ceased
being the primary transform fault at about 27 Ma (Searle et al., 1994). Valley B cuts
through the northern transverse ridge to merge into the active transform valley near
the eastern ridge-transform-intersection (RTI). It is covered in a few hundred meters
of sediment and may have been the active trace of the Romanche transform before
a change in plate motion occurred around 8-10 Ma (Bonatti et al., 1994). Valley A
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located just north of the northern transverse ridge is visible in the bathymetric map
of Searle et al. (1994) and may also be a paleotransform valley. This suite of fault-
valleys combined with evidence for a ridge-jump event about 5 Ma near the eastern
RTI (Bonatti et al., 1994) provides clear evidence that the exact location of this plate





Figure 6-1: Map showing the western portion of the Romanche transform. Colors are
the satellite altimetric free-air gravity field (Sandwell and Smith, 1997) . The gravity
anomalies range from -15 mGal (blue) to +15 mGal (red), and the relief is illuminated
from the northwest. The four fault-valleys labeled A,B,C, and D are described in the
text. "MAR" denotes the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
Perhaps the most spectacular evidence for the complex evolution of the Romanche
transform boundary comes from the presence of a 140 Myr old limestone unit in the
transverse ridge only about 100 km from the eastern RTI (Bonatti et al., 1996). To
explain the presence of this unit and other continental material (Bonatti, 1990) near
the spreading axis of the MAR, Bonatti (1994,1996) has proposed the oscillatory
spreading hypothesis. In this model, the pieces of continental material have been
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repeatedly transfered back and forth between the African and South American plates
owing to changes in the location of the transform and accretionary plate-boundaries.
The most-recent episode of transform-fault migration appears to have transfered the
material between valleys B and C in Figure 6.1 from the South American Plate to
the African Plate about 8-10 Ma (Bonatti et al., 1994). Thus the location of the
plate boundary may have shifted between the various faults shown in Figure 6.1 over
geologic time in such a way that the Cretaceous limestone unit remained near the
MAR for more than 100 Ma.
6.3 Seismicity of the Romanche Transform
We began studying the current-day deformation of the Romanche transform by relo-
cating all the earthquakes in the ISC catalog from 1964 to 1996 using the clustered
event algorithm of Jordan and Sverdrup (1981). This technique produces estimates of
the relative locations of the events that are independent of common path anomalies
as well as an estimate of the absolute position of the seismicity cluster. We divided
the Romanche transform into four overlapping regions (-25.5'E to -21', -22.5' to -19'
, -20' to -17.5', and -18' to -15.5o) and simultaneously relocated all the events within
a region. All event depths were constrained to 10 km, and only events with 30 or
more P and PKP arrival times were used. The results show that the vast majority of
seismicity is concentrated into a series of seismicity clusters within the main trans-
form valley (valley C). There are two notable gaps in the seismicity centered at -23'
and -21' which stretch for about 100-150 km along the strike of the fault. Another
interesting feature of the seismicity is that it appears to extend 50-100 km beyond the
eastern RTI (Figure 6-2D). This cluster of events, which is centered around (-26.5'E,
0.5'N), is dominated by a series of events in September 1993 including a mb 5.2 (Sept.
18th, 1993) and an mb 5.4 (Sept. 21 1993) event. The extent of seismicity past the
RTI agrees well with models of the geoid anomalies over fracture zones which suggest
that they may take up to 4 Ma after passing the RTI to completely lock (Wessel and








Figure 6-2: Maps showing the western portion of the Romanche transform. Colors
are the satellite altimetric free-air gravity field (Sandwell and Smith, 1997) . The
gravity anomalies range from -15 mGal (blue) to +15 mGal (red), and the relief is
illuminated from the northwest. The four fault-valleys labeled A,B,C, and D are
described in the text. "MAR" denotes the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Small circles give
locations and 95% confidence ellipses of the relocated background seismicity. Large
circles denote locations and 95% confidence ellipses of the subevents of the 1971 and





Figure 6-2: Maps showing the eastern portion of the Romanche transform. Colors are
the satellite altimetric free-air gravity field (Sandwell and Smith, 1997) . The gravity
anomalies range from -15 mGal (blue) to +15 mGal (red), and the relief is illuminated
from the northwest. The four fault-valleys labeled A,B,C, and D are described in the
text. "MAR" denotes the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Small circles give locations and 95%
confidence ellipses of the relocated background seismicity.
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active plate boundary may also result from the unusual oblique nature of the eastern
RTI.
Table 6.1: 1971 Mainshock Delay Times
Station Azimuth Delta B-A Time, s
BUL 115 53 13.6
GRM 131 56 12.6
SDB 113 38 11.0
PRE 121 54 15.0
NAI 91 59 10.6
SHI 59 77 10.6
AAE 79 62 11.6
COP 21 63 9.6
EIL 56 62 10.1
ESK 13 58 11.3
HLW 54 59 10.2
JER 53 63 10.0
KON 17 65 10.6
KBL 56 91 9.6
NUR 22 71 9.6
KTG 00 71 7.8
QUI 270 56 6.0
SJG 296 47 7.1
LPA 221 48 12.1
GOL 310 85 6.9
ATU 43 57 9.9
KEV 16 77 10.2
BEC 315 51 6.0
DAL 304 77 6.6
JCT 301 78 6.5
LUB 304 82 7.2
WIN 121 45 15.0
While the vast majority of seismicity locates within the transform valley, there
are several events located outside this zone. Most of these events are small (Mb 4.5)
events whose 95% confidence ellipsoids nearly overlap the main fault valley. Hence
they do not appear to represent a significant amount of distributed deformation.
However, there are several large earthquakes that locate near the 'paleo-transform'
faults labeled A and B in Figure 6.1. The May 5th, 1987, (M, 6.0) event location is
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shown in Figure 6.2C. This large event has over 150 P-wave arrival time picks and
good azimuthal coverage resulting in location uncertainties of <10 km. Its location
is within the fault-valley (B) suspended in the northern transverse ridge. This fault,
identified by Bonatti et al. (1994) as probably having been the primary trace of the
Romanche transform until about 8-10 Ma, appears to still be capable of producing a
magnitude 6.0 strike-slip earthquake.
We also included arrival time picks of the largest subevents in the M 7.0 Ro-
manche transform earthquakes of 1971 and 1994. Both of these events began with a
small preshock that was followed by a much larger mainshock. Picking the P-wave
arrivals from later arriving subevents is generally not possible for shallow earthquakes
due to the interference from depth phases. However, the 2nd subevents of these events
were approximately 10 times larger than the preshocks making their first arrivals dis-
tinguishable from the preshock coda (see Figure 2.4). Forsyth et al. (1986) found
that the mainshock of the 1971 event occurred 10 s later than and was located 60
km to the NNW of the preshock. Using arrival time picks made of WWSSN records
(Table 6.1) our relative location produced almost identical results to those of Forsyth
et al. (1986). The 1971 preshock (labeled 71A in Figure 6.2A) is located in the main
transform valley while the mainshock (labeled 71B) is located 58 km to the NNW.
The location of the mainshock is inconsistent with it rupturing the main transform
and suggests that this subevent ruptured either paleotransform A or B. Using our
travel-time picks for the preshock and mainshock of the 1994 event (Chapter 2) we
also find that the location of its mainshock is consistent with paleotransforms A and
B but not with the Romanche PTDZ. Thus, while the vast majority of small seis-
micity and several large (M, -7) events occur along the main transform, it appears
from P-wave travel-time based locations that at least one of the paleotransforms is
still seismically active.
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6.4 Second Moments of Slow-Earthquakes
The subevent locations of large earthquakes discussed in the previous section and in
Chapters 2 and 3 suffer from a potentially large source of bias owing to the difficulty
in distinguishing later arriving P-waves from depth phases. Thus a more robust
method for determining the rupture extent of large oceanic transform fault events is
the 2nd moment estimation technique developed in Chapter 4. This method requires
only teleseismic surface and body-wave data and can utilize the frequency bands that
are sensitive to directivity for a given size earthquake. We have estimated the 2nd
moments of three large earthquakes on the Romanche and Discovery II transforms
to investigate the possibility that some of these events ruptured multiple sub-parallel
faults.
6.4.1 The 1994 and 1995 Romanche earthquakes
The western portion of the Romanche transform recently ruptured in two large events,
the March 14, 1994, M 7.0, and the May 18, 1995, M, 6.8, earthquakes. We mea-
sured the phase-delay and amplitude-reduction times relative to synthetic seismo-
grams for the 1st and 2nd orbit Rayleigh waves, and P-waves at global teleseismic sta-
tions using the Generalized Seismological Data Functional (GSDF) technique of Gee
and Jordan (1992). The synthetic seismograms were calculated by mode-summation
for the PREM earth model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), corrected for 3 dimen-
sional elastic structure using the degree-12 aspherical model of Su et al. (1994) and the
asymptotic approximations of Woodhouse and Dziewonski (1984). We also corrected
fundamental modes above 7 mHz for smaller scale heterogeneity using the degree-40
phase-velocity maps of Ekstr6m et al. (1997). The source is specified by an initial cen-
troid location, centroid time, and moment tensor corresponding to the Harvard CMT
solution for each event (Dziewonski et al., 1999). Measurements of 2nd orbit Rayleigh
waves, which have greater contamination from unmodeled propagation effects, was
necessary to achieve sufficient azimuthal coverage. The measurements (Figures 6-3
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Figure 6-3: GSDF measurements of the 1994 Romanche transform earthquake at
5, 10, 15, and 20 mHz. Open squares denote R1 and P-wave measurements and
open triangles denote R2 measurements. Filled symbols indicated the fit to the data
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Figure 6-4: GSDF measurements of the 1995 Romanche transform earthquake at
5, 10, 15, and 20 mHz. Open squares denote RI and P-wave measurements and
open triangles denote R2 measurements. Filled symbols indicated the fit to the data
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of azimuth indicating that the CMT centroid locations were approximately correct
for both events. The amplitude reduction times, 6Tq(w), show a systematic increase
with frequency for Rayleigh waves that leave to the west or southwest of the source.
These positive values, corresponding to a reduction in data amplitude relative to
point-source synthetics, indicate that rupture propagated primarily to the E or NE.
Inverting the measurements in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 for the Oth, 1st, and 2nd mo-
ments of the rupture distribution yielded the estimates in Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and
6.5. For the 1995 event, the 2nd moments correspond to a characteristic duration,
T, of 7.9+6.4 s, a characteristic rupture length, Lc, of 61+19 km at an azimuth of
64 , an average centroid velocity, vo of 7.5 km/s at an azimuth of 73'. For the 1994
Romanche event, the 2nd moments correspond to a Tc of 13+7 s, a Le of 99t13 km at
640 , and a vo of 7.6±11.8 km/s at 57'. The centroid locations, characteristic source
volumes, and directivity vectors for the two earthquakes are shown in Figure 6-5.
The characteristic source volume and direcitivty vectors for the 1995 event are nearly
aligned with the strike of the main transform in this region. The strike of the main
transform undergoes a series of discrete changes along strike (Bonatti et al., 1994).
One of these changes occurs at about 220W such that in the region of the 1994 event
the fault strikes almost E-W while near the centroid of the 1995 event its strike has
rotated towards ENE [Bonatti et al. 1994; Figure 6-5]. Thus the estimate of vo for
the 1994 event has an orientation, N57 0E, that is at a high angle to the strike of the
main-transform valley (Figure 6-5). The mixed-moment between space and time that
defines vo is the most well resolved of the 2nd moments due to the large effect it has
on the amplitudes of surface and body waves. The NE-SW orientation of vo (the
second-order moment) is inconsistent with rupture on one of the two nodal planes
of the events moment tensor (the zeroth order moment) which strike roughly E-W
and N-S. Additionally, the 1994 event's centroid location (the 1st moment) lies in
between fault valleys B and C, although both faults are within its uncertainty. The
only type of source model that can satisfy the observed Oth, 1st, and 2nd moments
is one that involves failure of two nearly parallel faults that correspond to one of the





Figure 6-5: Map showing the western portion of the Romanche transform. Colors
and white lines denote the gravity field and fault locations as in Figure 6.1. Focal
mechanism inserts show the Harvard CMT solutions for the 1994 and 1995 events.
The white circles surrounded by black ellipses denote the locations and 95% confi-
dence regions for the initial and main high-frequency subevents of the 1994 event
determined in section 6.2. The triangles show the centroid locations of the 1994
(23.14±.010 W, 0.63t.04'S) and 1995 (21.88±.010 W, 0.65±.02'S) events. The white
ellipses with black borders that are centered on the centroid locations denote the
map-view projection of the characteristic rupture volume defined by our estimates
of the 2nd spatial moment for each earthquake. The red vectors denote the average
directivity vector specified by the mixed space-time moment. The length of these
vectors has been scaled to be equal to Txvo.
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2nd moments. The subevent locations for the 1994 event indicate rupture of either
fault A or B as well as rupture of fault C, with the rupture of fault A/B occurring
to the northeast of the rupture of fault C. This type of source-model can satisfy the
observed moment-tensor because the B and C faults are sub-parallel. It can also
satisfy the centroid location which is intermediate between the two faults and the NE
directivity associated with the estimates of the second moments.
Table 6.2: moment-tensor inversion results
earthquake rr r6 r# 66 0# ##
1994 Romanche -.028 .089 -.061 -.079 -.027 -.36
1995 Romanche -.004 .045 -.061 .0024 -.091 -.19
values are in units of 1020 Nm
6.4.2 The 1997 and 1998 Discovery II earthquakes
The April 28, 1997, M, 6.8, Prince Edward Island earthquake that ruptured the
Discovery II transform showed evidence from subevent locations that suggested di-
rectivity at a high-angle to either fault-plane of the events moment-tensor, similar
to the 1994 Romanche quake (Chapter 3). To investigate this directivity, we made
measurements of the phase-delay, 6 T, and amplitude-reduction, 6 Tq, times of 1st or-
bit Rayleigh and P- waves (Figure 6-6) using the GSDF technique (Gee and Jordan,
1992). The synthetic seismograms used in the measurement process were calculated
for the Harvard CMT by mode-summation as in the previous section. The low-
Table 6.3: 1st moments inversion results
earthquake P (0,1) p1(1,0)
time lat. Ion. dep.
1994 Romanche 04:30:34.8+.3 0.63±.040 S 23.14±.010 W 6.3±3.4
1995 Romanche 00:06:37.4±.2 0.65±.020 S 21.88±.010 W 21.0±3.2
1997 Prince Edward 12:07:48.2±.2 42.047±.003'S 42.64±.020 E 5.2±1
Errors are ±2 standard deviations.
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Table 6.4: 2nd moments inversion results
earthquake j(o,2) g(1,1)
r 0 $
1994 Romanche 40±28 -11±42 -168±183 255±173
1995 Romanche 16±12 3±14 -35±86 113±58
1997 Prince Edwards 22±3 -25±8 71±28 54±40
All values have been normalized
s2, 0(,1) are km s. r is the radial
are ±1 standard deviation.
by the moment of the event, the units of A(o, 2) are
direction, 0 is co-latitude, and $ is longitude. Errors
Table 6.5: 2nd moments inversion results
rr rO r$ 00 00$$
1994 Romanche 73±10 242±208 136±349 1456±1333 -482±941 2241±779
1995 Romanche 16±28 71±103 27±82 482±839 -228±511 816±381
1997 Prince Edwards 49±8 -9±21 -11±155 561±482 272±405 439±667
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The units of A( 2 ,o) are km 2 . Errors are ±1 standard deviation.
frequency R1 6r, measurements show late arrivals at stations to the SW indicating
that the true centroid location is shifted in this direction. The low-frequency mea-
surements of 6 rq for RI show no systematic signal as a function of azimuth indicating
the starting moment-tensor was approximately correct. The higher frequency P-wave
measurements show systematic signals in both 6 T and 6 Tq. The anomalies in 6 Tq, indi-
cating large P-wave amplitudes at stations to the SE and small amplitudes at stations
to the N and NW, increase in magnitude with frequency as would be expected for the
effects of directivity. The 6 T anomalies show no such increase, as would be expected
for a shift in the true centroid location from the assumed location. To determine if
the 6 7q anomalies were indeed a result of directivity, we compared the measurements
for the 1997 event to measurements for a M, 6.1 event in 1998 that also ruptured
the Discovery II transform. The measurements of the 1998 event should show al-
most no directivity effects at these frequencies owing to its smaller seismic moment.
The 6r, measurements show a very similar azimuthal pattern to those for the 1997
event, indicating that these travel-time anomalies likely result from unmodeled 3-D
heterogeneity rather than properties of the seismic source. The 6 Tq measurements
for the 1998 event show a nearly constant value as a function of azimuth and do not
increase in amplitude with frequency. They have a mean of about -1t1.7 s. The
small scatter (±1.7 s) indicates that P-wave measurements for sources in this region
show relatively small anomalies in their amplitudes due to unmodeled propagation
effects. Thus, the clear signal in the 1997 event's P-wave amplitude measurements,
that indicates NW-SE directivity, appears to be a true source effect.
To quantify the 1997 event's directivity, we inverted the 6T and 6 Tq measurements
in Figure 6-6 for the 1st and 2nd moments of its rupture. The moment tensor was
fixed to the CMT value. The inversion results (Tables 6.3 and 6.4) correspond to a
Lc of 56±15 km at and azimuth of 1420, a rc of 9±2 s, and a vo of 4.2+9.9 km/s at
an azimuth of 1430. This strong NW-SE directivity is at a high angle to the strike
of the Discovery II transform (Figure 6-8), and the fault planes of the event's focal
mechanism. Rupture propagation on a fault with a strike of 1430 can be ruled out
by the event's moment-tensor. However, the orientation of the 2nd moments can be
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Figure 6-6: GSDF measurements of the 1997 Prince Edward Island earthquake at 5
mHz for R1 and 30, 35, and 40 mHz for P-waves. Open squares denote measurements,
and filled squares indicated the fit to the data produced by the estimates of the Oth,
1st, and 2nd moments in Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6-7: GSDF measurements of the P-waves for the 1997 and 1998 Prince earth-
quakes on the Discovery II transform. The solid circles are for the M 6.1, May, 21,
1998 event and the open circles for the M. 6.8, April, 28, 1997 event.
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Figure 6-8: Map of the N-S trending Discovery II transform in the Southwest Indian
Ocean. Colors are the satellite altimetric free-air gravity field (Sandwell and Smith,
1997) as in Figure 6-1. Relocated seismicity from the 1964-1996 ISC catalog is shown
as small circles with 95% confidence ellipsoids. The large circle and square are the
locations of the epicenter and mainshock of the 1997 event determined in Chapter 2.
The triangle shows the event's centroid location. The white ellipse with black border
denotes the map-view projection of the characteristic rupture volume defined by our
estimate of this event's 2nd spatial moment. The red vector denotes its average
directivity as specified by the mixed space-time moment. The vector's length has
been scaled to equal Tc x vo.
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consistent with both the moment-tensor and the directivity determined in Chapter 3
if two sub-parallel N-S striking faults ruptured coseismically.
The Discovery II transform is a double transform connected by a small spreading
segment at about 42.75'S. It also has an adjacent fault-valley that can be traced
for -200 km on both-sides of the ridge (Figure 6.8). This pair of valleys most-
likely represents the fracture zone associated with a paleo-transform fault since the
SWIR shows no current offset at its projected intersection with these valleys. The
1997 earthquake began with a slow, smooth episode of moment release on the main
transform that was followed -12 s later by an ordinary mainshock (Chapter 3). The
location of the mainshock determined in Chapter 3 falls within the adjacent fault-
valley indicating that this fault ruptured in the 1997 earthquake (Chapter 3; Figure
6-8). Thus both the NW-SE orientation of the 2nd moments and the directivity study
in Chapter 3 suggest that the 1997 Prince Edward Island earthquake was a complex
faulting event that ruptured both the main trace of the Discovery II transform and
the adjacent paleotransform fault.
6.5 Possible Causes of the Off-Fault subevents
The 1994 Romanche and 1997 Prince Edward Island earthquakes share many similar-
ities. They consist of a sequence of right-lateral, strike-slip subevents that rupture not
only the respective main transform faults but also a sub-parallel fault about 40 km
from each main transform. The events are also compound earthquakes consisting of
not only one or more ordinary rupture events, but also a smooth transient of longer
duration that preferentially radiates energy at low-frequencies (Chapters 2 and 3).
Both event sequences began with a slow rupture that was followed by the main high-
frequency subevent on the adjacent 'paleo-transform.' In the case of the Romanche
event, precursory ramps in low-frequency P-wave forms indicate that the slow compo-
nent began rupturing at least 100 seconds before the high-frequency subevents while
for the Prince Edwards event, P-waveforms show that the slow component began
approximately 10-15 seconds before the ordinary rupture. The observation that both
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events began with a slow component suggests the possibility that the slow component
may have triggered the unusual failure of the paleotransform.
Coseismic rupturing of multiple widely separated faults in a single earthquake
has been documented, most notably for the 1980, M, 6.9, Irpinia, Italy, normal-fault
earthquake. This event sequence propagated over at least three faults with each fault
bringing the subsequent one closer to failure (Nostro et al., 1997; Belardinelli et al.,
1999). The last fault to rupture in this event was -20-25 km from the preceding fault
that triggered its failure. The likelihood of failure of a potentially triggered fault is
usually evaluated in terms of the change in Coulomb failure stress, Af:
Af = AT - p'Ao (6.1)
where p' is the apparent coefficient of friction, AT and Ao- are the change in shear
and normal stress on the triggered fault resulting from slip on the source fault, re-
spectively. Positive values of Af promote failure; negative values inhibit failure. Af
can be considered as either a dynamic quantity associated with the affects of seismic-
waves radiated by the source fault (Belardinelli et al., 1999) or as the static level that
remains after the transient seismic waves have disapated (Okada, 1992; King et al.,
1994). Fault slip as a response to static-stress changes has been well documented for
geometries similar to the Romanche and Prince Edwards events. For instance, the
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake on the San Andreas fault triggered slip on the subpar-
allel Calaveras fault at points -15-25 km from the Loma Prieta rupture zone (Mc-
Clellan, 1990). More recently, the 1998, M 8.2, strike-slip Antarctic event triggered
off-fault aftershocks with similar focal mechanisms to the mainshock at distances over
80 km from the rupture zone (Toda and Stein, 1999). It is not clear whether static
or dynamic stresses are more relevant in triggering secondary ruptures that begin
very soon after the passage of the S-wave such as the Irpinia, Romanche, and Prince
Edward Island events. However the peak dynamic and static stress changes usually
have the same sign and similar geometric patterns (Belardinelli et al., 1999). This
should be particurly true for slow earthquakes where directivity effects are less likely
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to perturb the spatial pattern of the peak dynamic stresses. Therefore, we investi-
gate wether the geometry of the Romanche and Prince Edward sequences, particuraly
the subevents located on the paleo-transforms, can be explained by the static stress
changes produced by the initial slow components.
6.5.1 Stress Triggering Calculations for the 1994 Romanche
Event
To calculate Af on one fault as a result of slip on another it is necessary to know
the locations and focal mechanisms of both faults, the slip distribution on the source
fault, and the effective friction coefficient on the receiver fault. For the 1994 Romanche
event, the moment tensors of the slow component and the A and B subevents must
be similar due to a lack of an observable frequency dependence in the event's moment
tensor (McGuire et al., 1996). The effective friction coefficient of the paleo-transform
fault is unknown. We set p = 0.8, a value that provided a good fit to the aftershock
distribution of the 1998 Antarctic earthquake which occurred in oceanic lithosphere
Toda and Stein (1999). The locations of the A and B subevents are constrained
by high-frequency travel-time picks (Figure 6-2A, Chapter 2), but the location of
the slow-precursor could not be determined owing to the poor signal to noise ratio
at low-frequencies (see Figure 2-4). One likely location for the slow-precursor is
the seismic-gap on the main transform between about -22.25' and -23.5' longitude.
No events in the ISC catalog between 1964 and 1996 locate in this region (Figure
6-2A) indicating that the fault may have unusual rupture properties in this area.
This location also shows unusual morphology in the transform valley with the active
fault trace changing strike by - 180 near the location of a 1.5 km high ridge which
interrupts the transform valley (Searle et al., 1994). Owing to the unusual nature of
this region, we choose to test whether a slow precursor occurring in this area would
have increased the likelihood of failure of parallel strike-slip faults at the locations of
the 94A and 94B subevents.
To calculate Af at the 94A and 94B subevent locations, we used a variety of
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uniform slip source-models that represent the uncertainty in the seismic-moment,
fault-width, and stress-drop for the slow-precursor. The stress drop uncertainty was
parameterized in terms of a, the fault slip to length ratio, which ranges from about
10-4 to 10-5 (Scholz et al., 1986). Af was calculated for each of the source models
using a vertical, right-lateral source fault, and assuming vertical, right-lateral receiver
faults. The calculations were done assuming a finite dislocation in an elastic half-space
(Okada, 1992; King et al., 1994; Toda et al., 1998). The position of the source fault
was then shifted to find the location that maximized the sum of Af at the 94A
and 94B subevent locations, subject to the constraint that Af be positive at both
locations. The results (Table 6.5) indicate that a location for the slow precursor
within the seismic gap can produce an increase in Af at both subevent locations for
each parameter combination. Figure 6-9 shows the results for parameter set 5 (Table
6.5). The spatial pattern of the predicted Af values was similar for all cases tested. In
particular, the lobe of positive Af resulting primarily from an increase in shear stress
along the strike of the fault overlapped the 94A location while the lobe of positive
Af resulting primarily from a decrease in normal-stress overlapped the 94B location.
The values of Af at the 94A location are generally smaller than those at the 94B
location, but that difference would be lessened by a lower value of p'.
The predicted values of Af at the 94B location range from about .15 to .4 bars.
This is in the range of Coulomb stress changes (.2 - 1.0 bars) which produced sig-
nificant correlations with the seismicity rate changes following several earthquakes
including the 1992 Landers, California, quake (Stein et al., 1992) and the 1995 Kobe
earthquake Toda et al. (1998). The magnitude of the Af values is less important to
this study than the spatial pattern. The uncertainties in subevent location, fault-
zone rigidity, stress-drop, and slip distribution correspond to significant (> a factor
of 2) uncertainties in the Af values. The calculation shown in Figure 6-9 is intended
to show that the geometry of the static (and dynamic) stress changes is consistent
with a slow-precursor in the seismic gap triggering the subevent on the offset paleo-
transform. It is also interesting to note that a slow-precursor of similar size at the
opposite, eastern end of the seismic gap would have increased Af at the locations of
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Figure 6-9: Map view showing the changes in Af for run #5 of Table 6.5. The small
circles denote the seismicity locations from Figure 6-2A. The large circles denote the
subevent locations for the 1994 and 1971 events shown in Figure 6-2A. The horizontal
axis denotes distance along the direction of strike of the main transform. The source
and receiver faults were assumed to be vertical faults with this strike. The origin of
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Figure 6-10: Map view showing the changes in Af for run #5 of Table 6.5, but shifted
to be aligned with the 1971 event's subevents. The small circles denote the seismicity
locations from Figure 6-2A. The large circles denote the subevent locations for the
1994 and 1971 events shown in Figure 6-2A. The horizontal axis denotes distance
along the direction of strike of the main transform. The source and receiver faults
were assumed to be vertical faults with this strike. The origin of the co-ordinate















Coulomb Stress Changes Resulting from the 1994 Romanche Slow Precursor
Run Mo Depth (km) a L (km) slip (m) Shift (km) Af at A Af at B
1 0.7 0-5 .00001 65.13 .6513 -12 .027 .096
2 0.7 0-5 .00005 29.13 1.456 -22 .031 .179
3 0.7 0-5 .0001 20.60 2.059 -22 .030 .200
4 0.7 0-10 .00001 46.04 0.460 -17 .031 .140
5 0.7 0-10 .00005 20.60 1.030 -22 .033 .204
6 0.7 0-10 .0001 14.56 1.456 -22 0.33 .216
7 0.7 10-15 .00001 46.04 0.460 -32 .016 .086
8 0.7 10-15 .00005 20.60 1.030 -22 .033 .177
9 0.7 10-15 .0001 14.56 1.456 -22 .033 .186
10 1.4 0-5 .00001 92.11 .921 2 .039 .132
11 1.4 0-5 .00005 41.29 2.06 -17 .055 .302
12 1.4 0-5 .0001 29.13 2.912 -22 .062 .358
13 1.4 0-10 .00001 65.13 .6513 -12 .058 .193
14 1.4 0-10 .00005 29.13 1.45 -22 .068 .367
15 1.4 0-10 .0001 20.60 2.06 -22 .066 .409
16 1.4 10-15 .00001 65.13 .651 -12 .057 .166
17 1.4 10-15 .00005 29.13 1.45 -22 .067 .319
18 1.4 10-15 .0001 20.6 2.06 -22 .066 .354
where the MO values are xlO19Nm, the Af values are in bars, and the values of L
and slip were calculated assuming a rigidity of 3.3x1010 Pa. The "Shift" denotes the
distance it was necessary to shift the center point of the source fault in the x
direction of Figure 6-9 to obtain the optimum alignment.
both subevents of the 1971 (Figure 6-10). However, no low-frequency study has been
done to evaluate whether such a precursor may have occurred in that earthquake.
6.5.2 Stress Triggering Calculations for the 1997 Prince Ed-
wards Event
The 1997 Prince Edward Island event began with a -30 s long smooth episode of
moment release that was nearly devoid of high-frequency energy (mb 4.2) despite
having a moment-magnitude of 6.2 (Chapter 3). This unusual event preceded an
ordinary mainshock that ruptured a sub-parallel paleotransform offset from the main
transform by about 40 km. Using the small amount of high-frequency energy radiated
by the slow component and a temporary seismic network in southern Africa, we were
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able to locate the epicenter of the slow component (Figure 6.8). From the centroid
location (Figure 6.8), we infer that the ruptures propagated to the south. Thus, the
fault orientation of the slow event is well constrained. However there is an uncertainty
in the fault width and stress drop of the event. For large widths (10 km) and high-
stress drops the mainshock is in a region of negative Af (Figure 6-11). However, for
crustal scale widths (5 km) and low stress drops, the location of the mainshock is near
the boundary between positive and negative values of Af (Figure 6-11). Owing to
the uncertainties in event location and fault zone rigidity, the 97B subevent location
could be in either a region of positive or negative Af for the low-stress drop case.
6.6 Discussion
While the primary traces of the Romanche and Discovery II transforms clearly are the
plate-boundaries accommodating the majority of plate motion, it appears that the
adjacent sub-parallel paleotransform faults may be accommodating a portion of the
plate motion. We lack sufficient information about the slow-components of the 1994
Romanche and 1997 Prince Edwards events to perform a more detailed calculation of
the static and dynamic stress fields resulting from these events. However, it appears
that in both cases, the faulting geometry was most likely consistent with a trigger-
ing explanation. Triggering due to static stress changes has several unresolved issues
with regard to these events. First the complete lack of teleseismically recorded after-
shocks for the 1994 Romanche event (McGuire et al., 1996) indicates that triggering
of seismicity by static stress changes may not be a commonly occurring phenomenon
on these faults. Secondly, static stress changes do not predict the close association
in time of the slow and fast components of the Romanche and Prince Edwards se-
quences. Thus, the peak dynamic stresses, which shows a similar spatial pattern to
the static stress, may be more important in explaining the triggering of the off-fault
subevents.
The apparent activity of the "paleotransform" faults has several interesting im-
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Figure 6-11: Map view showing the changes in Af for run #5 resulting from the
1st 15 s of the 1997 Prince Edward Island slow earthquake. The large circles denote
the subevent locations for the slow component (97A) and mainshock (97B). The
horizontal axis denotes distance along the direction of strike of the main transform.
The source and receiver faults were assumed to be vertical faults with this strike. The
origin of the co-ordinate system is at the epicenter of the slow component.
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adjacent to the Romanche and Discovery II transform faults appear to have been the
primary plate-boundaries until -5-10 Ma and possibly even more recently. Thus the
rate at which they strengthen and heal is related to the occurrence of the off-fault
seismicity. After a transform fault passes a RTI, it appears to take approximately 2-4
Ma to completely heal as evidenced by seismicity (Figure 6.2D) and gravity studies
Wessel and Haxby (1990). Thus it's not unreasonable that a fault could continue slip-
ping for a few Ma after it ceases to be the primary plate boundary. In fact, the stress
perturbations resulting from large earthquakes on the main transform will systemat-
ically bring regions of the paleo-transform closer to failure. Thus, once a system of
multiple sub-parallel faults is formed, the secondary fault(s) may be forced to remain
active for a period of time until it completely heals, thus causing a distribution of
plate-motion over a wider region than simply the primary transform valley. While
the proposed activity of multiple faults is somewhat speculative, it clearly warrants
further study using marine geologic, geodetic, and ocean bottom seismometer based
methods.
Acknowledgments. We thank Ross Stein and Shinjie Toda for making their
coulomb stress change code available. All figures were generated using the GMT
software freely distributed by Wessel and Smith (1991).
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Chapter 7
Summary and Future Directions
The studies of the 1994 Romanche and 1997 Prince Edward's Island events presented
in Chapters 2, 3, and 6 demonstrate the unusual properties of slow earthquakes. In
particular, the high-quality recordings of the Prince Edward's Island earthquake by
seismometers in southern Africa provide extremely clear evidence for the existence of
episodes of fault-slip that occur in such a way as to allow significant moment release
while generating almost no high-frequency radiation. The existence of these episodes
of smooth moment release presents several questions about the mechanical processes
that cause this unusual form of moment-release. First, why is there an apparently
causative relationship between the slow and ordinary components of the Romanche
and Prince Edward's Island events? The close association in space and time of the
two types of rupture suggests some sort of remote triggering of the ordinary subevent
by either the dynamic or static stress-field generated by the slow rupture. While
the calculations in Chapter 6 suggest that the geometry may be correct for this
type of explanation, more detailed calculations will require an accurate knowledge of
the space-time slip distributions of the slow and fast components of transform fault
earthquakes. Secondly, what frictional process allows for propagating slip instabilities
but limits the moment acceleration, M ~ iWvrAi, to be orders of magnitude smaller
during the slow components than in the ordinary subevents?
Both of the above questions are unanswered because the slow earthquake prob-
lem remains data limited. The observation made by Okal and Stewart (1982) 20
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years ago that some oceanic transform fault events are deficient in high-frequency
radiation and that these events have complex, long-duration source-time-functions
has remained difficult to convert into insight about the mechanical processes respon-
sible for slow rupture. This is primarily due to the lack of high-quality recordings
of the high-frequency energy radiated by these events. The Prince Edward's Island
event demonstrates the advances in determining of quantities like M(t) that can be
made when the high-frequency radiation of the slow component can be constrained
by regional data. Clearly the next step in investigating these events is to acquire
high-quality broadband data from ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) located near a
slow-rupture. This type of data should allow for accurate determinations of the quan-
tities, such as the rupture velocity, the rigidity of the fault zone material, and the slip
history (rise time) at a particular point, that will constrain the mechanical processes
that occur during a "slow" rupture. The recent improvements in OBS technology and
the new instrument pool should allow for the type of long term deployments necessary
for seafloor based studies of earthquake dynamics and mechanics.
The method developed in Chapters 4 and 5 for determining the 2nd moments
of earthquake space-time distributions provides a systematic way to catalog the ex-
tent, duration, and directivity of earthquake ruptures on a global scale. Currently, the
method has two primary limiting factors that lead to a lack of resolution in the inverse
problem, the global station distribution and the affects of unmodeled lateral hetero-
geneity. The global station distribution is continually improving, and the progress
made between the early nineties and the mid-nineties was sufficient to begin deter-
mining 2nd moments. Further additions of stations in the southern hemisphere will
continue to improve our resolution of the 2nd moments. Improvement in our ability
to remove the affects of lateral heterogeneity by more accurate forward modeling is
also possible. While the phase-delays of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves in our
synthetics are well predicted by using degree 40 maps of the variation in elastic struc-
ture Ekstr6m et al. (1997), the synthetics used in this thesis have made no attempt to
correct for 3-D variations in attenuation structure. Global surface-wave attenuation
models have recently been developed and are currently being improved. Because the
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2nd moments are primarily determined from amplitude anomalies, correcting for the
spatial variation of attenuation should greatly improve our ability to measure signals
resulting from the extended source properties of large earthquakes.
While the effects of lateral heterogeneity on low-frequency fundamental-mode sur-
face waves can be modeled using asymptotic expressions, these corrections are only
valid up to frequencies of about 20-30 mHz for the types of heterogeneity found in the
crust and upper-mantle (Kennett and Nolet, 1990; Kennett, 1995). This will limit the
resolution of 2nd moments using this type of data to earthquakes larger than about
M, 7.0. As computer speeds continue to increase, shifting the synthetic seismogram
calculation to a mode-coupling or numerical wave-propagation formalism should al-
low the extension to higher frequencies and hence smaller earthquakes. Currently, the
use of phases that are less affected by lateral heterogeneity, such as P-waves, should
allow determination of the 2nd moments for M, 6 and larger events. The 2nd mo-
ments of intermediate and deep earthquakes with M,, > 6 should also be resolvable
using higher mode surface waves which are less affected by 3-D variations in crustal
structure than fundamental mode waves.
In addition to systematically resolving the fault-plane ambiguity on a global scale
(Chapter 5), the ability to determine the 2nd moments of an earthquake's rupture
will be useful for a wide range of problems. One area that 2nd moments are clearly
important for is identifying and constraining complex faulting events. As seen from
the Aqaba, Romanche, and Prince Edward's Island events (Chapters 4 and 6), the
2nd moments of complex faulting events are not necessarily oriented along one of the
fault-planes of the event's moment tensor. Rupture jumping is one of the fundamental
processes governing earthquakes and directly impacts fundamental questions such as
what controls the ultimate size of a rupture? It is difficult to constrain the details of
ruptures that jump from one fault to another when only teleseismic data is available.
This partially results from the uncertainty associated with the smoothing of the slip
distribution applied to regularize teleseismic finite-fault inversions. We plan to use
a priori knowledge of the 2nd moments of complex events as integral constraints to
constrain inversions for the detailed properties of these ruptures without requiring
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any arbitrary choice of smoothing parameter.
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Appendix A
Traveling Wave Representation of
Normal Mode Summation
Synthetics
Here we present an outline of the derivation of equation (13), the travelling wave rep-
resentation of our synthetic seismograms. The expression for a synthetic seismogram
due to a point source computed by the summation of normal-modes can be written:
-i 2P + 1+
(w)= 2( n2(n nE, 42+ Pjo(cosA), (A.1)
where n is the overtone number, l is the angular order number, Pim is the as-
sociated Legendre polynomial, and n 1 R and nESF are differential operators related
to the excitation of the kth mode (k=(n,l)) at the reciever and by the source re-
spectively [Zhao and Jordan, 1998, Appendix Al. Using the Poisson sum formula
[Dahlen and Tromp, 1998, Chapter 11] the sum over angular degree l can be trans-
formed into an integral over continuous wave number A:
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§(W) 
= I e -1)ieAI(A)En(A)P _ (-cosA)dA.w2 (A) [w - wn(A)] 27 L-)e 2
(A.2)
Substituting in the asymptotic expression for PAj (-cosA)
P _ (-cosA) 1 (eixAix4+i+ eiA+ixx-ii)2A7rsinA (A.3)
and preforming the contour integral in the upper half-plane gives:
00) ___________ SY Vn (An)en A) Ens(An) (e +e~~An~ ~ ri
(A.4)
where An is the wavenumber at which Wn(A) w , vn(An) is the group velocity at An,
and the index j relates to the orbit number. The corrections made to our synthetics
for lateral heterogeneity lead to a slight shift in the eigenfrequencies of the modes
such that An -+ An + 6An.
For first orbit waves j=O and only the 1st exponential term (corresponding to
waves travelling in the direction from the source to the reciever) is retained, leading
to (13)
9(w) = 5[An(w) + iBn(w)]e(An+6 An)A-i/ 4 , (A.5)
n
where the expressions for An and Bn are:
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where the source scalars are:
E = Mrrln,A_ i(rs) + (Moo + Moo)rf Un_,A (rs) (A.8)
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Y 2 (r)= s nA, 1(rs)-
s Vn,An - - (rs) + Una-(r),
Zn,A.-.i (rs) = rs W
'(rs) 
- -Wn -1 (rs)
(A.14)
(A.15)
and the reciever scalars are given by:
r Vr UA (rR) I 1k = voVn,A
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i(rR) - V4WAn (A.16)
sin6R vV,,_ (rR) + vOWn,,_ - (rR)], (A.17)
where v = (Vr, ve, v4) is the unit-directional vector of the instrument and a dot over
an eigenfunction (U, V, W) represents a radial derivative. The source and reciever
locations are rs = (rs, OR, #R) and rR = (rR, OR, #R). The expressions for even
orbit waves, such as R2, are found from (A4) by taking the second exponential term
with the appropriate values of j and the exponential term corresponding to waves




Non-linear Constraints on the
Moments
Here we show that the matrix inequality constraint we incorporate in our inversion
(4-21) encompanses the constraint derived from Bessel inequalities by Bukchin (1995).
For the planar fault case treated by Bukchin, equation 21 is equivalent to:
[ 2,21 ) #2(,) T IX X pxy y t > 0 , (B .1)
p xt pyt ytt
where x and y are the cartesian spatial co-ordinates and t is the time co-ordinate.
One property of a positive semi-definite matrix is that its upper left determinates are
non-negative, ie:
pXX px, pxt





The determinant in A2 is:
pxx pyyit - PXX t - [-t2tt + 2 p-xyptxtIpyt - p 2 > 0
Solving for the second temporal moment assuming A3 holds gives:
Pitt -
I-XXPly
(B.5)1 yy -PXY Pxt2 Pxt Pyt ,y Yx -[ y Pxx Pyt
which can be written in terms of the 2nd moments as:
p(O,2) ;> #(1,1T Adj(f( 2,0 ))f( 1,1) ,( ,o) -
F#(2 ,O) , 
(B.6)
where Adj denotes the adjoint of A. Equation B.6 is equivalent to the bessel inequality,





GSDF measurements and inversion
fits
This appendix presents the measurements and inversion fits of the earthquakes studied
in Chapter 5. Each page shows the 6r,(w) (left-hand column) and 6 rq(w) (right-
hand column) measurements. Each sub-plot is labeled with the seismic phase being
measured (P or RI) and the nominal center frequency of the narrow band GSDF
measurement. The 1995 Jalsico, 1997 Egypt, 1998 Antarctic, and 1995 Romanche
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Figure C-1: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-2: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-3: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-4: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-5: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-6: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-7: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the es-
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Figure C-8: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-9: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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Figure C-10: GSDF measurements (open squares) and fits (solid circles) for the esti-
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